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Rally Day: pollitiching at Clemson
"by Nancy Quails
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Few students turned out for Student
Government's Rally Day — so few that
Student Body President John Pratt observed that those students "dedicated"
enough to show up were going to have to
prove their dedication by consuming the
overabundance of beer purchased by
Student Government for the event.
Theoretically organized to give students
a chance to hear student body candidates
speak, Rally Day began at 2 p.m. Wednesday on the rugby field. After an hour of
music by the Blue Grass Experience and
all - the - beer - you - can - drink - for - a dollar, the vice presidential candidates
spoke. After two hours, the presidential
hopefuls took their turn. In the meantime,
candidates for the court positions joined
the other candidates, mingling with the
crowd.
Phil Jackson, a vice presidential candidate, began by noting, "In the past two
years, most people haven't thought too
much of the vice president." However, he
continued, the vice president is now a
member of several important committees,
and can act as a "messenger boy between
the senate and the cabinet."
Jackson sees a need for greater student
support of the Student Union now that the
energy crisis has limited student travel.
Because ARA-Slater's contract with the
University is up for renewal this year,
Jackson advocates a new meal plan offering lunch and dinner only. The
program, he believes, will save students 20
per cent on meal ticket prices.
He also favors distribution of basketball
tickets similar to football ticket
distribution, allowing students to receive
tickets prior to each game. "There is little
reason students have to go to a game two
and a half hours before game time," he
stated.
Nothing that he would "not go over all
the points" in his platform, John Reynolds,
another vice presidential candidate, added, "I've listened to what the other
candidates have to say, and 90 per cent of
what they propose, I'm in favor of.
Optional final exams, basketball ticket
distribution — everybody's in favor of
those things."
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BRANTLEY (L) AND STONEMETZ (Photos by Blake Banta)
The question to be considered, Reynolds
said, is "Can Student Government get
these things enacted?" Because
University administrators "call the
shots," he added, students need
representatives "with the initiative to
railroad things through," if necessary.
Reynolds noted that former Student Body
President Gerry Hough was a good
example of such a representative.
Hough was also mentioned by Jerry
Stonemetz, the first presidential aspirant
to speak. "When Gerry Hough said he

wanted visitation, people told him he was
crazy," Stonemetz stated, adding that
Hough was able to achieve his goals
because he had student support.
If elected, Stonemetz said, he hopes to
establish a "communication link" with the
students, utilizing the Tiger and WSBF. "If
I can't get something done," he said, "you
ought to know why."
Stonemetz advocates the elimination of
mandatory final exams. "If you want to
keep your grade, you ought to be able to
keep it. If you want to raise it (by taking
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the exam) you should be able to."
Students will never get any closer to
their dorms than the current "Perimeter
parking" situation now allows, he said.
Instead, Stonemetz proposed that a shuttle
bus service be established to run "on a
five-day basis and on Sunday nights." If
the plan were rejected, Stonemetz
stressed, he would call for a walking
campus on which administrators, faculty,
staff and students would be required to
walk. "If administrators have to walk as
far as students to campus, they'll establish
a shuttle bus system," he concluded.
Commenting that the similarity of her
name to that of a well-known actress "has
given me a lot of trouble," Lynn Lovelace
explained that she is running for president
"because I'm concerned about the student
body, and I'm willing to help you."
Noting that many of her concerns are in
the area of academic reform, Lovelace
called for a study of the four-point grade
point ratio system to determine if it best
suits the students' needs. She also
proposed a study of curricula offered at
Clemson. "Many curricula don't satisfy
the students when they get out of school,"
she said, adding that a survey of Clemson
graduates would be part of the study.
Student organizations should be more
accountable to the students, she stated.
"Your activities fees go to organizations,
but you don't know what they're doing,"
she explained.
"I have no illusions about what I can do
as president," Reginald Brantley told the
crowd. He explained that, because
University administrators are under the
observation of the South Carolina
Legislature, the administrators' main
interest is not with the student body.
Therefore, he said, students need to
convince administrators that "our needs
do not conflict with their interests."
Brantley commented that students have
the "legal right to have absolute control of
student activities fees." Students at
several colleges exercise this right, he
noted. Student control of activities fees
would mean that the Administration would
request allotments for programs which
continued on page 16
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'Spoon' learns the ABC's of beer licensing
by Bob Thompson.
Now in his second year as chief of police, Wardlaw was
one of the signers of the merchants' petition. He was
reported in The Messenger to have said he is "bitterly
opposed to the granting of another beer license to anyone
in the downtown area" and plans to "fight this in every
way possible."

Spoon Huggins, a young Clemson businessman, is
probably not known by most Clemson students. But the
former co-owner of the Red Carpet Lounge is the center of
the town's attention at the moment — and he will most
likely be the recipient of student sympathy — because he
is trying to establish a business which he feels students
want and need.

Wardlaw is also married to the sister-in-law of Rick
Petusky, who is now full owner of the Red Carpet Lounge
after Huggins sold his share of the business. Petusky has
opposed the issuance of a beer license to Huggins and
Nichols.

Spoon (his given name is Charles) is a 25-year-old
former Clemson student who, along with Lawrence
Nichols of Clemson, is hoping to rent the building formerly
occupied by Harper's Five and Dime and convert it into a
student-oriented game and recreation hall. The only hitch
is, he wants to sell beer there, too.

While there is possibility that a conflict of interest could
exist because of his close relationship with Petusky
Wardlaw claimed, "it doesn't."

So what's the problem? The downtown area already has
several lounges or restaurants where beer is served, and
there are numerous other outlets where you can buy beer
to take out. One more wouldn't seem to make much of a
difference, you'd probably think.

Spearman said he was concerned that his opposition to
the beer license has been misconstrued to mean that
students are vandalising the College Avenue area. He
said, "No one has implied that the Clemson University
students are destroying anything."

About 20 local merchants, however, think the selling of
beer has gone just a little too far, and feel that they have to
put their feet down—now. So they signed a petition
requesting that the state Alcoholic Beverage Commission
refuse Huggins and Nichols a license to sell beer and wine.

What the merchants meant, he explained, was that "if
the beer establishments occupied the majority of the
downtown buildings, the retail merchants such as I would
be forced to seek other locations that would be suitable for
a shopping'area." Spearman stressed the need for a
versatile downtown shopping area that would appeal to
both students and townspeople.

A hearing will Be held Monday at ABC
headquarters in Columbia to decide if the license request
should be granted. Huggins and Nichols waived their right
to a preliminary hearing in Pickens County in order that
their case might go directly to the entire ABC Commission. All the merchants who signed the petition must
attend, or their signatures will be nullified.
Huggins says what the issue boils down to is a lack of
appreciation by the merchants for the students who
comprise most of their patrons. "They (the protesting
merchants) try to act like the students are not even
there," he said, adding that "they don't think about
students enough anyway."
He said he feels that, being a Clemson student himself
from 1967 to 1970, he knows what students like to do.
Huggins said the recreation center will not be a bar — its
primary concern will be games, such as foosball, pinball
and the like. But he nevertheless feels that students like to
drink while they play and he wants beer available "simply
as a convenience to my customers," he said.
James Spearman, owner of James' Barber Shop and
Mr. Knickerbocker men's clothing shop, wrote the
protesting petition and was responsible for persuading
other merchants to sign. But he said that opening another
"beer hall" would be in the students' interest.
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"We're not trying to deprive the students of something
they need. Nobody needed Harper's more than the
students," Spearman said, explaining that many students
do not have transportation to the stores in the Clemson
Shopping Center.

"I know exactly where the majority of my business
comes from," Spearman said. "It is comprised of about 65
per cent students and 35 per cent local people... Certainly
without the students' trade, I would not sell enough jeans
to pay my rent."
Chief Wardlaw offered the opinion that students should
be able to buy beer on campus. "I think students who wish
to drink beer should be able to get it through the student
center or something of that nature. They most likely
wouldn't be subject to arrest for public drunkenness if
they could get it (beer) in the dorms," he explained.

Spearman exclaimed that "it's time that we stopped the
destruction of the shopping area downtown." Zoning
ordinances would not be feasible, however, because the is
so small, he added. "We're not against beer, we are
against this location. If it was next to the Red Carpet,
probably nobody would say anything about it."

Huggins claimed that the number of establishments
licensed to sell beer in town—28—was used unethically by
the merchants to convince the public that there are more
bars than there actually are. He said that most of those
licensed places are grocery stores, convenience stores or
restaurants, so the seating capacity in establishments
where people can drink beer is small.

Huggins claimed that fears expressed by the merchants in their petition that another beer establishment
would increase vandalism in the area are unfounded. He
disputed claims, attributed to Clemson police chief Wayne
Wardlaw in The Messenger newspaper, that students
congregating outside beer halls were responsible for the
vandalism.

With a total university population of about 10,000, said
Huggins, only 400 students can be seated in places that sell
beer for consumption on the premises and do not sell food.
He added that "there is more than enough room" in town
for any businessmen who can "run a place well."

\

Wardlaw was quoted as saying, "The problem hasn't
been what has been happening in these places (bars) but
with students congregating outside these places ... Many
instances of vandalism, breaking windows, littering and
tearing down merchant's signs occur after most downtown businesses are closed."
But Huggins, who would cater only to University
students in the game center, said, "Most of the vandalism
is by teenagers, and I think they (the merchants) know
that. College students are not that kind of people."
He also said it appears the protesting merchants think
selling beer at the game center "is going to keep young
women and children away from the shopping area. But it
isn't." He remarked that business downtown is falling off
because both students and townspeople prefer to shop at a
mall or shopping center, but the petitioners are trying to
blame the beer establishments.

i

"People don't go downtown to shop as often," Huggins
said, "but it isn't the fault of beer drinkers. How in the
world is having beer next door going to hurt a guy selling
shoes or a guy selling pants?," he asked.
Wardlaw and Spearman later denied that vandalism is
the reason they are opposing the beer license. The chief of
police said he "probably has less trouble out of students
than out of local people."

SPEARMAN
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Citing a number of instances of broken windows and
other acts of vandalism, Wardlaw contended that beer
establishments were responsible for some of the acts
because "beer taverns are the only places besides movies
that are open late." But he said, "It is difficult to attribute
this to drinking, period."

WARDLAW
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Dixon: United we stand; divided we fall
by Debbie Graham
"Unless we become united, America will
have a civil war and sooner than you
think," prophetess Jeane Dixon told a
capacity audience in Tillman Auditorium
Tuesday night.
Speaking on "Looking through the
"Spiritual Heart of America to the Future
of the Universe," Dixon was presented by
the University Speakers Bureau. Dixon,
whose predictions about people and events
have made headlines throughout the
country, writes a daily column carried by
over 300 newspapers in the United States
and abroad. She has also written three
books, including the best seller, My Life
and Prophecies.
Describing Clem son students as all
looking "so clean and so scrubbed," Dixon
began talking of "the youth of today, their
talents and some of the talents of the youth
of yesteryear, because I think sometimes
we adults underestimate our youth." She
then cited a number of past writers and
scientists who made outstanding accomplishments at very early ages.
"I believe youth is a time to go flashing
from one end of the world to the other, both
in mind and in body ... So onward and
upward with the accomplishments of yout
here at Clemson," Dixon continued.
Concerning not only the youth of the
world, but older people as well, Dixon said,
"We all have our entrances which are
ordained, our exits which are not all
ordained and our talents which are all
ordained."
Stating that each of us in particular
times and places has talents to be used to
benefit one another, Dixon added that
there is a "sense of timing already woven
into the tapestries of our lives. Human
history moves from the past to the present
into the future, a future known already in
the infinite mind of God." She claimed that
God's assignment of talents to each of us is
with a view of progress in mind.
"All of earth's present toils and strifes
can be stopped when and only when we

begin to function as a team," Dixon
stressed many times throughout her
speech. "Unless all of us fulfill our own
important missions, we will never win on
this planet Earth," she predicted.
Dixon described the talents of each individual as the bond which unites us
nationally and internationally.
Turning then to her special talent of
prophecy, Dixon explained the difference
between prophecies and forecasts.
"A prophecy," she noted, "is a
revelation, the will of God. The will of
humanity cannot change the will of God."
Dixon cited the assassination of President
John F. Kennedy as a prophecy.
The predictions of the assassinations of
Senator Robert Kennedy and Martin
Luther King were forecasts, Dixon explained. They were predictions of manmade plans. They need not have happened.
In all three assassinations, Dixon tried
to warn the victims. "I do try to use my
talents for the benefit of others," she
pointed out.
Turning to Watergate, Dixon called it a
forecast. Explaining the different
vibrations she received concerning
Watergate, Dixon began with 1964 when
she told columnist Jack Anderson that
"the next strike will be at the presidency
itself, the heart of the nation. Regardless
of who is in the White House, there will be a
"wiretapping."
DIXON
Then in 1967 she predicted that a
wiretapping scandal was yet to come involving the former Vice President Richard
Nixon. In 1968 she predicted that in this
wiretapping situation, Nixon would be
shown as a sincere man.
Watergate is going to change the way
of our lives in America," Dixon predicted,
"unless we meet as one man before our
Watergate. No one man can have the
power to amend the world. Yet our
President is trying to do his part to unite
us." She made a plea to the American

PRES. R. C. EDWARDS and his wife join prophetess Jeane Dixon in an impromptu
performance of "God Bless America." The audience sing-along served as a grand finale
to Dixon's speech which expounded the virtues of religion and patriotism in a troubled
land. (Photo by Bob Thompson)

people to not let their strife over
Watergate separate them for the love of
their "great country." "Unless we go
before Watergate as one man united,"
Dixon continued, "it will just be a few
years before the press will carry headlines
saying 'We have used our freedom to lose
our freedom.' "
Making an analogy between the impeachment of Nixon and the beheading of
Charles I of England, Dixon said that in
using "political execution as a cure for the
runaway power of the President,
Americans are ignoring the possibility of
triggering a civil war right here in
America. And it's closer and nearer than
you can imagine. The only thing that is
going to save us is spiritual unity."
Predicting things to happen in our
lifetimes, Dixon referred to the comet
Kohoutek. Although the comet was not as
easily visible as was expected, "it will
serve to prepare mankind for cataclysmic
experience at the closing of the twentieth
century ... In the 1990's, she revealed, "a
strange phenomenon will occur", which
Dixon believes will be emitted from
another planet. "A giant comet will streak
across our universe, releasing the power to
rock our earth on its axis and establish a
new rhythm for its revolution." Certain
areas will be destroyed, and some deaths
will be the result of fires and earthquakes,
she predicted. Our only hope, she explained, may be advance scientific
knowledge acquired within the next 25
years.
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Concentrating next on the current
energy crisis, Dixon said that "we are
going to reach into outer space for our
future energy." She explained that
radiation occurs with the loss of weight
and that the sun loses 250,000,000 tons of
weight per minute. "This is the energy we
are going to harness."
Making her final prophecy of the
evening, Dixon claimed that "If we could
forget for just a moment the denomination
of our church and could place our hearts
and minds to the attentions of a servant of
God, we could have international peace in
a fortnight because princely power is
yours."
In the question and answer period which
followed, Dixon was asked if and when
there would be World War III. She answered that we are in it already and that
unless we become united, there will be a
civil war here. She also predicted a great
food shortage for next year.
To the question of whether marijuana
will ever be legalized, Dixon replied no.
Pertaining to the impeachment of
President Nixon, Dixon disclosed that
Nixon will not resign and neither will he be
impeached.
The evening's program closed in a
unique manner for a Speaker's Bureau
presentation. Led by "President Ed and
his lady," the audience stood and holding
hands, sang "God Bless America."
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Heide: 'Equal does not mean same
by Ginny Manning
Nurse, behavorial scientist, former
Human Rights Commissioner of Pennsylvania, member of the National
Women's Political Caucus, president of the
National Organization for Women, and
most importantly, human being—these
are just a few ways to describe Wilma
Scott Heide. Speaking to a capacity
audience in Daniel Auditorium Tuesday,
Ms. Heide revealed her own diverse accomplishments and interests as well as the
current direction that the American
feminist movement is taking in a speech
revolving around an equally unique
theme—"She is Risen."
Sponsored by the College of Nursing,
Heide began by relating how her experiences as a nurse not only nutured her
humanity but radicalized her views of the
world around her.
"I come to you because I care about you
as a friend, a sister, a nurse," she said.
"Nursing came to radicalize me because it
exposed me to root causes of problems of
people around me. It left me with a vision
of what might be. I learned that there were
basic human rights and that these rights
must be indivisible..."
Tracing the beginnings of NOW back to a
group of 28 women who gathered in June of
1966, she noted that the purpose of the
group was, and is, to redefine and redesign
the misconceptions surrounding men and
women. "We want to end the battle of the
sexes and establish an equal partnership
both in and out of the home...NOW is the
result of a vision—the rebirth of feminism
and a need to legitimatize what we
(women) are about," commented Heide.
"We must challenge what passes for
knowledge," she continued, "And try to
eliminate much of the misinformation that
crams our library shelves. Perhaps we
should put a sticker inside books, warning
that 'Sexism may be dangerous to your
health.' Language is the tool of progress

and communication; do not underestimate
the power of language or the power of
personification to create images or erase
them."
Heide underscored the importance of
language in shaping images by reading
excerpts from Thea Wells' "An
Experience of Awareness," a work arising
from a consciousness raising group. By
eliminating "man" as the verbal power
centers, suggests Wells, the way society
looks at almost everything changes. If one
said that 'she is risen,' would not that
include 'he?' The reverse, though, is not
true. Perhaps man's "natural" role would
be that of husband and father only; vagina
envy might replace penis envy.
"Replace 'she' for 'he' in everything you
say or write for just one week," suggested
Heide, "And I guarantee you'll have some
interesting experiences. Compare then,
one week of such a switch against centuries of communication conditioning—the
implications are tremendous."
According to Heide, many people feel
that feminists have no sense of humor.
"But," she observed, "there is a difference between humor and ridicule. None
of us will put up with what is offensive, no
matter how much we've been taught to
smile and ignore. What is actually an
insult to every female is no joke. Look how
the 'mother-in-law joke' has cruelly
classified a whole group of human
beings." She noted that the offensive ads
and politics of the media are currently
countered by an extensive ad campaign
compiled by NOW and supported by the
National Advertising Council. "It's a
matter of integrity," said Heide, as she
described a recent advertisment appearing in Ms. that shows a baby and
suggests since the child is female, "she
was born handicapped."
The issue of childcare, Heide feells, is "a
gut level issue. I mean childcare in larger

HEIDE
sense than just childcare centers,"
asserted Heide. "I mean, for example,
who takes care of the child and how. It
should be a supplement to the environment
and one should make no assumptions
about the child's abilities or virtues based
merely on the child's sex or what the child
plays with. Imagine not knowing the sex of
a child—we could relate to them as individuals then. Research evidence shows
that conditioning to a role makes the
difference and determines how we relate
to a child. Practically the first question
most people ask is 'Is it a boy or a girl?'—
and in that orr*er of preference."
"Many say that women's liberation puts
down the homemaking role. We don't.
What we put down is the devaluation of
those who are homemakers; it is society
that puts down the role. Look at the term
'housewife'—no one marries a house," she
declared. "Homemakers are the least
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valued members of our society; the
federal classification system gives the
occupation of homemaker the lowest
ratings and says that homemakers have
'no significant function other than the
serving function.' They ignore the fact that
homemakers often support a very fragile
male ego."
If the devaluation of homemakers isn't
unhealthy enough to adversely affect
society and its interpretation of women,
what Heide calls the "Barbie doll image"
is. "It's certainly not a healthy adult
model. We have to put an end to the
masculinity game that requires men to
win at any price and abolish the feminity
game that forces women to lose the game
to win a man or his approval."
"The Watergate phenomenon is symbol
of these games," maintained Heide. "A
man must win at any price. Among the
continued on page 16

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CONCERT SERIES
PRESENTS

The Hurok Operatic Quartet
JOANN YOCKEY

JOANN GRILLO

GIUSEPPE CAMPORA

JOHN WEST

Soprano

Mezzo

Tenor

Bass

NO CHARGE FOR CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS • PRESENT ACTIVITY CARD.
Others present season ticker, or
Individual tickets on sale at door
of Till man Hall Auditorium for
'3.00 (adults) or '1.00 (children).
Special Clemson Student date tickets
also on sale at door for '1.00

A PROGRAM OF THE WORLD'S
BEST-LOVED OPERA ARIAS AND
ENSEMBLES.

THURSDAY MARCH 7
8:00 P.M.
TILLMAN HALL
AUDITORIUM
.
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Funds, rifts cramp 'Chronicle style
by Beth Rogers
When the first issue of the Chronicle,
Clemson's variety magazine, was
published in 1897, it contained an editorial
stating, "Two years ago an effort was
made to establish a Journal at Clemson
College. The effort proved 'futile' for two
reasons, 'lack of financial support' and the
idea that it was rather impractical to
maintain a journal at an Industrial and
Scientific College. "
Seventy-seven years later, the magazine
is experiencing some of the same difficulties, according to its staff. The
Chronicle has been plagued this year by
internal conflicts, organizational problems
and a cutback in funds.
Despite these problems, the magazine is
struggling for survival. It is in the process
of being published, and is due to be
released March 15.
Originally the Chronicle had requested a
budget of $18,000 for this year's publication
expenses. However the Student Senate cut
their funds to $5,000, making it possible to
put out only one issue this year. Previously
there had been four issues of the magazine
published per year, until last year when
there were only two.
Student Senator Joyce Kelley said she
had been asked to investigate the use of the
Chronicle's fund's part of which was
rumored to have been used for a beer bust.
According to Kelley, many of the
Chronicle's organizational problems stem
from the fact that its constitution needs
rewriting. "It's an unusual set-up," she
said. "The editing staff has control; the
junior staff has no say-so, thus putting all
the power in the hands of two or three
people."
David Roberts, a former member who
was reportedly "kicked off" the staff,
agreed that "the Constitution does need
rewriting, but it doesn't give the editor the
powers he's taking." His major complaint
is that the editorial staff accused several
members of the junior staff of "trying to
take over. The truth was that they were
around."
Editor Tom Johnson refuted these accusations saying, "No one's been thrown
out, and everyone's welcome. There was
simply nothing for them (David Roberts
and Al Rogers) to do, so we asked for their

keys.

"Everyone gave me a vote of confidence
in the beginning and then didn't come
through. They showed complete insubordination and incompetence," he said.
"We just objected to the way they went
about doing things. They didn't go through
the right channels. When I finally had
some assignments for them to do, they
showed total incompetence and failure of
commitments," he added.
According to Johnson, the Chronicle is
"theoretically a very loose organization,
and this is the only way it can work. I think
the main thing they're upset about is that
more of their material didn't get in. It
didn't merit getting in. I can't believe in
sacrificing excellence for mediocrity," he
declared.
According to Harold Lee, a junior staff
member, "Our major problems stem from
the fact that major portion of the work has
been put off until the last minute.
"I personally want to see the magazine
re-geared to attract as many
student contributors as possible, yet at the
same time maintain quality. I just want to
see the magazine survive," said Lee.
"The main purpose of having a
publication is to create a learning experience for the students. Therefore, the
primary purpose of the staff should be to
solicit student contributions," he continued.
He wants the editorial staff to guarantee
"free elections" for next year's staff and
also a representative of that staff to go
before the budget committee. "They
should have a voice," he stated.
At present, the editorial staff is loosely
organized as far as definite positions. "If
I'd been editor since the beginning of the
year, we would have had positions, but I
just sort of came in and picked up the
pieces," explained Johnson. "I want to get
an issue out and leave it in better shape
than I found it."
The way the constitution presently
reads, the editor is the only office elected,
and he appoints his staff. A major conflict
comes from the fact that the only way to
get rid of a non-performing officer is for
the editorial staff to vote him out.
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TROUTMAN and Johnson agonize over the largest Chronicle issue ever.
area," stated Johnson. "We always have,
"The editor doesn't have the right,
and I'm sure we always can. While I'm
legally, to dismiss Al and David, since the
editor I'm not going to limit it to anything
constitution states that any member of the
exclusively. The purpose of a staff is
student body can be a member of the staff
mainly to solicit material from as wide a
and makes no provision for removal of
spectrum as possible."
staff members," said Lee. "The only
The staff has various suggestions for
provision made is for the editor's removal
improving the magazine's organization.
from the senior editorial staff, of which
Jonnson stated that one idea mentioned
neither Al nor David were members."
was the possibility of setting up a course in
Another complaint levelled at the
putting the magazine together. "This was
editorial staff by Roberts is the fact that
just an idea," he said.
the coming issue of the Chronicle "leans
Troutman added, "If student governheavily toward graphics." Johnson conment
wants to see it improve, they should
tended that "You need graphics ... At
give it a larger budget and set up a comleast half of a magazine is visual. It's not a
mittee to check the spending, get the
literary magazine; it's a variety
faculty involved from architecture, visual
magazine."
arts, and the English departments, and
Gene Troutman, the magazine's
then see how much student enthusiasm
business manager, stated, "It is a fine arts
there is for it. That in itself is absurd,
vechile of Clemson which encompasses
though, because student government
creative writing and graphics, to
doesn't
know how to use its power, and
represent what's going on on campus in
they'd kill the Chronicle for sure if they
those areas. It's not a Time magazine,
tried to restructure it."
although some features are printed. I have
He sums the situation up by attributing
a feeling that the budget committee has
the difficulties to money problems,
wanted a Time and that they want
structural problems and past history. "It's
quantity."
■
. ,,_
become very political and petty," he said.
jonnson continued, They want more
"Nobody gives a damn about a good issue;
issues, but they cut our budget. Printing
they
just want to belong to something, it
costs have gone up. They want more, but
seems."
give us less to do it with. Everyone I've
Despite all the tensions and problems
talked to in student government feels that
involved in getting the magazine together,
the merits of this issue will improve the
Johnson feels that the coming issue is
possibilities of the budget consideration,"
"undoubtedly the finest thing that's ever
he said.
come out of there. We're going to base our
Regarding the policy on non-student
budget requests on the merits of this
work, Troutman contended that all conissue."
tributors "are either students or have been
This year's Chronicle, the product of 49*
students at Clemson."
contributors, is a collection of poetry,
"Quality is all we're concerned about,
short stories, graphics and photography.
and we prefer to get it from the Clemson

Beginning March 4th
Scheduled Air Commuter Service
to Columbia, S.C.
Monday Thru Friday
Leave Anderson
7:30 A.M.
Arrive Columbia
8:30 A.M.
LeaveColumbia
'...Y... 4:\5P.M.
Arrive Anderson
5:15P.M.
$30 One Way $55 Round Trip
Will make side trips during waiting period at Columbia.

Special Contract Rates for Frequent or Group Users

Pastrami
Corned Beef
Roast Beef
, .\ . . . , .V.V.VtV* rV» » iff, < • >

This schedule will also include
Myrtle Beach, S.C. this spring.

Carolina Aero
225-3171

Service Inc.
• ft, ft M.MHUr.

.
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Don't Forget to Remember
You can getThermal Underwear
Knit Caps
Blue Jeans
Sweat Shirts & Pants

Judge Keller's
Store
CLEM SON MOTEL
2 Miles East of Clemson University
On Highway 93
654-2744 OR 654-2745
REASONABLE RATES
EASY ACCESS TO UNIVERSITY
PHONES IN EVERY ROOM

Clemson Service Station
(alias Esso Club)

Minor Repairs — Groceries
Beer — Wines — Goodyear tires
Road Service — Fishing and Hunting Supplies
CLEMSON SERVICE STATION

Pumps Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Seneca Rd.

Phone 654-5120

THANKS
from

BARNETT

ir*-4 "** r-.-r-^* rycte*

■

MUSIC CENTER
for making our

George Washington
Birthday Sale
a Success
i;- --.--,

-.-.-■.:■.
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Utility itali
Featuring Delicatessen
Cold Cuts
Danish Ham
Sliced Turkey Breast
Hard Salami
Imported Swiss
Cold Cut Special
Our Submarine Sandwich

Burt Lancaster plays an ex-policeman, who also happens to be an ex-con, in " The Midnight Man"
scheduled to premiere in Clemson March 14. The movie was filmed last spring largely on the Clemson
campus.

"The Midnight Man' premieres
by Jack MacKenzie
Universal Studios' "The
Midnight Man" will premiere
March 14 at the Astro III theater
in Clemson, according to Al
Libby, Astro manager. Advanced
tickets will go on sale March 11.
The movie, starring Burt
Lancaster, Susan Clark, and
Cameron Mitchell was filmed
last * spring largely on the
Clemson campus. Tillman Hall,
the Alumni Building, and the
library pool were utilized in the
film's making.
The list of co-stars includes
Morgan Woodward, Harris Yulin,
Robert Quarry, and Joan
Lorring. Quarry, who plays a
psychologist, is distinguished as
a member of the Monster Hall of
Fame, a position he holds for his
portrayal of the vampire in the
"Count Yorga" films. Lorring, by
appearing in "The Midnight
Man", , makes her career
comeback after twenty-five
years out of show business.
"The Midnight Man", a
mystery drama, is based on
David Anthony's novel. The
Midnight Lady and the Mourning
Man. The movie's screenplay
was written by Burt Lancaster
and Roland Kiblee, long time
associates who also teamed up to
produce and direct the film. This
will be the first film ever directed
by Kiblee and the second by
Lancaster who also directed
"The Kentuckian" in 1945.
Although he has described
directing and acting in the same
film as "an enormous weight,"
Lancaster apparently plans to
continue doing both, concentrating probably on directing.
"I've been in the business
almost thirty years and I've
played just about every type of
part that it's been possible for me
A. C. DUPONT

to play," stated Lancaster.
"There are very few roles I
haven't acted. Directing and
writing are new fields for me and
I intend to do a great deal of both
in the future."
"There is no message in this
film," he continued. It "The
Midnight Man") is not about cops
on the take, although two
policemen are shown to be
corrupt. We wrote and directed
this picture for pure entertainment.
The Academy Award winning
(Best Actor award for "Elmer
Gantry" Lancaster first appeared on the screen in Mark
Hellinger's "The Killers" in 1946.
Since then he has played a wide
variety of roles including
everything from an Italian
aristocrat to a cowboy. "The
Midnight Man," however, will
mark his first attempt at being a
sleuth. In this, his fifty-sixth
movie, he plays an ex-policeman
who has. been in prison.
The movie's leading lady,
Susan Clark, who has appeared
with such actors as Henry Fonda,
Robert Redford, and Clint
Eastwood, is very complimentary concerning Lancaster as both an actor and a
director. She admits, however, as
a director Lancaster sometimes
gets too involved in the search for
realism. In one scene she reports,
he actually threw her around the
room himself, while attempting
to explain how that scene should
be done.
Referring to the crowds who
watched such scenes, Clark
states, "They cheered when Burt
and I emerged from the scene
battered and bloody. They yelled
with delight when the villains got
away by jumping out of windows.

MONROE

WAGNER

DAN BAKER AUTOMOTIVE
w
<

Wholesale and Retail Sales
BEST DAM PARTS IN TOWN
AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
24-HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS

100 Old Stone Church Rd., Clemson, S.C
Phone 654-5807
QUAKER STATE

NIEHOFF

CHAMPION

o
3=

It was such a carnival atmosphere, I suggested someone
sell popcorn."
The movie's second leading
man, Cameron Mitchell, is by no
means displeased with his contribution to "The Midnight Man,"
He does express some regret,
however, that he has become
exclusively a
villian-type
character in most people's
minds. Observed Mitchell, "The
label of villain is nailed to me.
Directors and producers have
seen me hammer down so many
guys in heavy roles, that they
rarely separate my screen image
from my talent as an actor.
Actually, I can do comedy—if
they'd let me."
Also appearing in the movie
are Nick Cravat, a long-time
friend and colleague of Lancaster, and William Lancaster,
son of the film's star. Cravat, who
twenty-five years ago worked
with Burt Lancaster in a trapeze
and acrobactic act and who has
since been a constant member of
the casts of Lancaster movies,
plays a college campus gardener.
William Lancaster portrays a
student suspected of murder.
The effects of filming "The
Midnight Man" here at Clemson
are not totally clear. But according to co-star Joan Lorring,
the movie had some immediate
positive side effects. "I've been
on many locations and I've seen
film companies leave lawns
crushed, furniture chipped and
floors scratched. But with "The
Midnight Man," I can say that
I've never seen such regard for
houses and buildings. In fact,
they were in better condition
when the scenes were completed," she concluded.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.
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Pet policy amended
by Lyn Martin-Waller
Responding to a petition from married students,
the Executive Council recently authorized residents
of University married student housing to have pets.
According to Dean Walter Cox, vice president for
student affairs, "The married student housing will
be under the same laws required by the state and
city, such as the leash laws and laws which make
owners responsible for damage." Any other rules
which will be enforced by the University have not
yet been drawn up, Cox noted.
He emphasized that "this new rule allows pets in
married housing, but does not authorize those
students in the dormitories or the Clemson House to
have pets."
The council action was taken after married
students complained of discrimination in the
University pet policy, since faculty members living

in University housing were allowed to keep pets
while married students were not. The students'
complaints were presented in a well-circulated
petition which was drawn up by Larry Sipes and
Steve Hammond, both residents of Lit tie John
Apartments.
Sipes said, "I was contacted with a letter two
weeks ago from the executive officers stating that
action had been taken regarding pets in married
student housing.
He noted that Attorney General Dan McLeod had
confirmed that there could be no double standard in
University housing; since faculty members are
given the privilege of owning pets, students should
be given the same privilege.
"McLeod said that either both should be allowed
to have pets or neither should be allowed to have
them," Sipes explained.

Photo by Bob Thompson
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come to where
the action is...

The American
Red Cross.
The Good
Neighbor.

The World's Most Famous Beach

JoinUs.

DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

CALCULATORS
Texas Instruments
TI-2500
Four functions plus chain
and constant calculations,
full floating decimal,
rechargeable battery-AC,
case and charger included.
Pocket size.

TISR-10 Electronic
Slide Rule
Four functions
plus
reciprocals, squares,
square roots. Scientific
notation gives range of
10.99 to 10-99. Recharges in
only 3 hrs. Case, charger
incl.

Welcome collegians to the five friendliest motels in Daytona Beach.
Enjoy your spring break with us. You'll find that we are all located on 23
miles of free public beach, and right in the heart of the activities of the
collegiate scene. All five motels are close to the famous Broadwalk,
and right where the college action happens. We all have swimming
pools, color TV, recreation rooms, coffee shops, plus our unbeatable
location. So come on to Daytona Beach this spring.. .and plan to stay
with us. Just send the coupon for complete information on rates, etc.
We'll be looking forward to having you with us for fun in the sun!

T

HU/IDFRB/HD

FULL YEAR
WARRANTY

7C3
LEVER

CS2E3

•69"

Calculator Sales Co.

BEACH MOTEL
500 N. ATLANTIC AVE.

MAfttQ mo

INN

935 S. ATLANTIC AVE.

Limited number of SR-ll's now available
Jerry Hinson
656-6602

74e MAYAN INN
llugtmrs
,
'AT THE
£>tniuj ijall

MOTEL

PIZZA
Hot from the oven
freshly prepared and
baked perfectly for
your enjoyment

103 S. OCEAN AVE.

1025 S. ATLANTIC AVE.

1233 S. ATLANTIC AVE.

SEND FOR FREE COLOR BROCHURE
P. O. Box 1621
D MARCO POLO INN
Daytona Beach, Fla.
32015
□ SILVER BEACH INN
D MAYAN INN
□ SEA DIP MOTEL
□ THUNDERBIRD BEACH MOTEL

Name _
Address
City
State

Zip
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MUSIC MACHINE MARCH MUSIC MOVEMENT
EVERYONE KNOWS OUR STUFF SOUNDS BETTER AND COSTS LESS. NOW IN MARCH IT WILL COST EVEN LESS

Why Nobody trades in an ADVENT

DEMONSTRATORS AND
CLOSEOUT SALE
SPEAKERS
Sale
price

list ea.

Price with
System

12 IN 3 WAY.

$

299

'229

'189

AR 2AX
10 IN 3 WAY.

„ ._
*139

424

'99

MARANTZ 7
12 IN 3 WAY

*179

449

'129

PIONEER R-700
12 IN 3 WAY

*229

499

'175

PIONEER C505
2 WAY PEDISTAL

120

*99

79

JBL AQUARIUS 4
2 WAY REFLECTING

,. QC
l&O

$

169

'159

'219

'199

$

149

'125

'65

*65

JBL L-100
STUDIO MONITOR

$

299

DYNA A-50
2 WOOFERS

„ ,1/9

DYNA A-25
2 WAY

*89

BOSE501
DIRECT-REFLECTING

409

.1*3

'99

RECEIVERS AND AMPS

'380

'400

'350

MARANTZ 2220
40 WATTS RMS

£

A FINE
INEXPENSIVE
SYSTEM WITH LOTS OF
CLEAN SOUND.

A
FULL
FREQUENCY
RANGE SYSTEM WITH A
SUPER TUNER SECTION.

PIONEER SA-5200-20 watts
RMS amplifier GARRARD
42MS auto-record changer
ADVENT II loudspeaker with
2 tweeters

HARMAN-KARDON 330 B-42
watts rms receiver PE 3012
auto-record changer with
Shure
M91ED
ADVENT
SMALLS loudspeaker

reg. list $339.95

reg. list $538.85

Jocn

MUSIC
MACHINE

295 00

MUSIC
MACHINE

ADVENT

$

449 00
B0SE

PIONEER SX-727 reg. price
$400 sale price $250 with
purchase of 2 ADVENT
WALNUTS AND DUAL 1216
with SHURE M91ED TOTAL
SYSTEM PRICE
$700

PIONEER SX 828 reg price
$500 sale price $350.00 with
purchase of 2 BOSE 501 Series
II loudspeakers and PE 3060
automatic changer
with
ORTOFON
M15E
phono
cartridge TOTAL SYSTEM
PRICE
$(

'200

VDO

'930

MARANTZ 120
TUNER WITH SCOPE

$.OQ
v.V*f™

MARANTZ 2440
REAR CHANNEL AMP.

.300

HARMAN-KARDON 75+
90 WATT 4 CHANNEL

.439

'249
$

329

jK,0
W
™

$

HARMAN-KARDON 150+
140 WATT 4 CHANNEL

..-_
$39

$

Open
Til
.-.-.■.•.•.*•.-.•

9:00

.250

tonight

415
485

'200

We are putting up a new
sign in front of the store
and in celebration we are
giving something away
FREE! With this coupon
and the purchase of any
LP in the store we will give
you the JBL Superecord (a
$5.98 value) FREE. While
they last. Pentangle,
James Taylor, Joni Mitchell, Gordon Lightfoot,
Lovecraft for FREE on a
very Hi-fidelity disc.
(only one per customer)

Music MACHINE
Clemson Blvd. (at By-poss 28) PH 224-2562

.'.V.V.'.V

NO COMPROMISE SYSTEM
WITH A GENTILE FEEL
FOR YOUR RECORDS
HARMAN-KARDON
630-60
watts rms receiver DUAL 1216
auto-record changer counterbalanced tone arm
SHURE M91ED phono cartridge ADVENT UTILITYS
OF COURSE

«95 00

MUSIC
MACHINE

SUPERBUY

,

T

y

|«* 0«0»»QOO Q

baft..--

Him-v iMil h]

'375

HARMAN-KARDON 100+.
110 WATT 4 CHANNEL

HARMAN-KARDON 50+
50 WATT 4 CHANNEL

ADVENT UTILITY

list $811.95

'250

*300

MARANTZ' 4030
4 CHANNEL AMD

ADVENT SMALL

sale

.'500

MARANTZ 2230
60 WATTS RMS.

ADVENT II

PIONEER

list
PIONEER SX-2500-100 WATT
AUTO TUNING

.. In the past year we have sold nearly 200 pair of ADVENT loudspeakers. Amazing we
think. But even more amazing not a single speaker has been traded in for another brand.
Are they that good? Yep, they really are, and here is why. The ADVENTS simply sound
more realistic than any other brand even at big discount prices. The ADVENT II .$119 pair)
loudspeaker is a small system designed from the ground up to be used with low power
inexpensive systems. Its 8 inch woofer and two tweeters provide the sound dispersion only
available in the more expensive speakers. The SMALLER ADVENT ($152 pair) is the first
speaker under $100 that offers the full frequency range and power handling that challenges
speakers costing twice as much. The ADVENT SPEAKER in both Utility ($220 pair) and
natural walnut ($250 pair) provide any system with the final step in sonic realism. Listen to
our 3 ADVENT SYSTEMS and you will be as convinced as we are that the ADVENT CORP.
has the speakers for any system. One final point. All three ADVENTS carry a full 10 year
warranty (parts, labor).

"USJC MACK]JNf£
WMF. _
ADDRESS

IPH0W6
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Talantis tells senate

Meal ticket prices to rise
by David Rowe.

TERRY BOTTLING CO.
North Main St.
Anderson, S.C.

-If you con crawl through
our door, we can write
your automobile insurance
-Immediate coverage
•Standard rates
-Payment plan
-Assigned risk only if you are
absolutely despicable

A NDERSON
l\ (Q|) INSURANCE
/AGENCY
INCORPORATED

205 College Avenue

the senate last week which would allow presidential
candidates to spend a maximum of $40 for campaign purposes. Under the existing system, candidates may spend no more than $25.
In addition, the cabinet noted that action is
currently being taken to prevent the mandatory
registration of bicycles. The University Traffic and
Parking Committee recently approved such a
proposal, but Pratt has written letters to various
University vice-presidents requesting that the plan,
which has also received the approval of the
Executive Council, be reconsidered.
In new business, Frank Quails presented a
resolution calling for a student to be included as a
voting member of the Board of Trustees.
Quails pointed out in the resolution that the
Educational Amendments of 1972 requested that all
institutions of higher learning look into the
feasibility of including a student on their governing
boards.
He also noted that the provisions of Thomas
Clem son's will under which the University operates
offer no legal obstacles to the plan. Quails said,
however, that a current South Carolina statute does
state that the elected members of the Board must be
chosen every four years by the state legislature. He
claimed that the statute could be changed to allow
for the addition of a student member.
The resolution was sent to the general affairs
committee of the senate for further study.

John Talantis, director of University dining halls,
told the Student Senate Monday night that meal
ticket prices will be raised by about six per cent
next year.
Claiming that spiraling food costs have necessitated the price raise, Talantis also noted that
individual meal prices will increase by 10 to 25
cents. He said under the new system breakfast will
cost 90 cents, lunch $1.30 and supper $1.45. In addition, the price for steak night will be raised to
$1.90, Talantis said.
The director pointed out that theft has been a
serious problem in the dining halls this year and
that this accounts in part for the price raise. He
mentioned that over 700 dozen pieces of silverware
and around 20,300 salt and pepper shakers have
been stolen this year alone.
During questioning from the senate, Talantis
noted that the dining service has no option on the
University policy requiring all resident freshmen to
purchase meal tickets. He said this is strictly an
administrative policy, and that he would gladly
conform with any changes in this area.
In other comments, Talantis revealed that the
athletic serving line in Schilletter Hall will be
eliminated after this semester.
Following Talantis' address, the senate moved
into its regular business session with a report from
the president's cabinet. The cabinet reported that
President John Pratt refused to sign a bill passed by

Give
till
it
helps.

Interviews set
for scholarship

+

The American
Red Cross.
The Good
Neighbor.

654-5017
**"»**•*«« QOUM I

Budweiser

Students interested in applying for the
Greenville News Scholarship (formerly
known as the Peace Scholarship) should
pick up application blanks from Dr. Louis
Henry, 808 Strode, no later than March 8.
The scholarship is for $500 and is made
on "the basis of literary ability,
satisfactory scholastic achievement,
evidence of good character, and a sense of
responsibility for properly reporting the
news."
In addition to the scholarship, the
recipient will be paid by the Greenville
News at its regular rate for correspondents for news or feature material the
recipient has printed in the News.
Interviews for the scholarship will be
held March 12, at 2 p.m. in 205 Strode.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
INVITATIONAL

DRILL MEET
THE TOP DRILL TEAMS FROM SOUTHEASTERN COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES WILL COMPETE IN BASIC AND FANCY
DRILL. COME SEE THE ACTIONI

SATURDAY MARCH 2, 1974 1:00 P.M.
PARKING LOT BEHIND DEATH VALLEY STADIUM
Check your local
radio listings
for time
and station.
Tune in,
drink Bud*,
have fun!
ANMfUSIR-tUSCH,- INC. • ST. LOUIS

©

^

Hosted by Company C-4 of the National Society of Penning Rifles

Vole
It's that time again—the campaign for Student
Government offices is in full swing. Posters and
banners cover the campus, advising the student
body of the existence of candidates from whom
little or nothing may have been heard during the
past year.
It's always the same. Whatever the degree of
activity—or inactivity—of candidates and officers during the rest of the year, towards the
end of February an amazing number of people
appear, almost as if from nowhere. Each, of
course, has the answer for the ills of Clemson
University. Generally, they are the same answers offered the year before—and the year
before that.
Perhaps the answers are the same year after
year not because of the candidates' lack of
creativity but because the problems of the
Clemson student body remain essentially the
same. Progress at Clemson is at best slow and is
sometimes nonexistant.
Part of the problem is the nature of Student
Government itself. Student officials change
every year, while the administrators they must
deal with remain the same. In such a situation,
an ineffective student official can almost single
handedly destroy the progress made by an effective predecessor.
Part of the problem lies with the student body.
The turnout for Student Government elections is
consistently poor. Tuesday's primary—in which
approximately 1,500 out of 10,000 students
voted—was no exception.
No doubt the people who didn't vote in the
primary felt the election was of little
significance. But their votes could have been
significant to the three people who were
eliminated in the primary.
And their votes can be significant next
Tuesday as the remaining presidential candidates are narrowed to two and the vice
presidential and court positions are filled.
And so, the solution is much the same as
always. It begins with a responsive and
responsible Student Government—one whose
officers are willing to devote more time to the
students than to the almighty GPR. But such a
Student Government needs a student body to
whom it can respond. And to be represented by
such a government, the students are going to
have to elect the people who not only make
promises, but have demonstrated mat they can
and will work to fulfill their promises.
Which, in the end, comes down to the same
thing: vote. There will be an election Tuesday.
The student who doesn't vote will not be properly
represented—no matter what the results.
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Gypsy satisfaction
"Rick, you are just the person I
But that was why I had invited
need for this special mission," I
Rick along. I knew that his
said, and it was true. Who else
ingenuity coupled with my
would go along with my crazy
practicality was such a winning
scheme, and act as if he was
combination that we could
really 13 years old?
overcome any difficulty. Sure
"I can almost guarantee you a
enough, presently Rick plopped
net profit of 50 cents for just a few
down on an inviting sofa and
minutes work." I had Rick's
pretended to watch television.
curiosity up and I knew it, so I
But his hands were behind his
played my secret for all it was
back and, I knew, were down in
worth. "Only someone who is
the crevices of the folds of the
discreet but not inhibited can be a
couch, fishing.
success at this, and the tangible
benefits might just prove to be
enormous."
Let me interrupt myself to
state that this is no remembrance
from childhood. A certain Rick F.
and I actually reconnoitered
what turned out to be a very
by George A. Smith
lucrative operation last Saturday
night. I reveal it only by way of
bragging and because the novelty
has worn off; we don't care about
doing it again.
I looked at the people around
I had learned from a highly
Rick and noticed their glazed
reliable source that the sofas in
faces as they stared at the T.V.,
the student lounge above the
hypnotized by the tube. They
loggia were virtual depositories
would never notice us, I decided.
for all the valuable things people
Not wanting to be outdone, I
keep in their pockets, such as
found a seat for myself and
money. Rumor had it that the
started exploring. This was
crevices of these lounge chairs
tougher than I had expected: you
had not been harvested in over a
have to force your hand through
year and a half, which made
the crevice between the back and
them seem ripe for picking. All
the seat of the couch. Once in
we had to do was scoop up the
position you are like a blind man
collected valuables and we would
in a briar patch. There may be
be rich!
coins down there, but there are
Rick tried to pretend that such
also tootsie rolls, upholstery
an idea was not the least exciting,
tacks and gum wads. Still, the
that he had done that sort of thing
suspense is what makes it all
every other night in his unworthwhile.
dergraduate years and was bored
Presently my fingers closed on
to tears by the prospect, but I
a round piece of metal and I
knew he was bluffing and I
surfaced to examine my luck:
wasted no time with further
one penny. Well, that's a start
explanations. We voiced a solemn
anyway I thought, and dug again.
pact to share all findings equally,
I couldn't tell how Rick was
and, at exactly 11:05 p.m.
doing; I knew he wouldn't hold
Saturday, we made quick tracks
out on me, though.
to the loggia.
Rick found the first Bic pen,
The lounge was, worse luck
and I found the second and the
crowded. Everyone had come
third. Then Rick found a nickle,
back from the basketball game
and I found another penny. By the
and gone straight to the television
time I found the pocket knife I
sets to catch the late night sports.
knew the night would be a sucThe two of us stood there rather
cess.
sheepishly, admitting that we
We hit all the empty spots and
just had too much class to walk in
then, becoming greedy, plotted
and start searching sofas in front
ways to move some of
of everybody like that.
those people out of their seats.

"Hey," I asked Rick in a loud
voice, "wonder what the movie is
on the other T.V.?" Six heads
glanced towards the far set in the
other corner of the room. "Oh,
I've seen that," called Rick. "It-'s
a swell movie!" One student
immediately arose and transferred his loyalty to the set with
the movie. I grabbed his forsaken
seat fast, which turned out to be
the richest strike of the night.

Driftwood

Three pencils, another Bic pen,
three pennies, two dimes, a
nickel, a quarter and a John F.
Kennedy half dollar.
By midnight we had combed
the whole lounge, save one couch.
Upon that one couch sat a
tenacious individual who had
failed to react to any of our
rouses. In desperation, Rick gave
the order: "Buy him off."
I approached the obstinate
student somewhat timidly but in
as friendly a manner as possible.
"Excuse me, but if I were to offer
you either this Bic pen or this
pocket knife, which would you
chose?"
He gave me one scowling
glance and turned back to the
television set. "Neither," he said.
And then offered, "You know
why?"
"No, why?" I asked.
"Because you're stoned out of
your mind, that's why," he
snarled. "Am I right?"
He certainly wasn't right and I
told him so. Rick and I retired for
a conference and decided to total
up. Aside from sundrey items
such as the pens and the knife, we
netted $1.84 cash. But we never
could get that last guy to move, so
we left with light hearts, heavy
pockets and gypsy satisfaction.
I bet that guy was sitting on a
gold mine, though.

^^^^HMMMM

editorials
letters
Judge Gentry
man of justice'
Last Thursday night, I was
sickened as I read the Tiger interview with Judge John Gentry.
My friends would read aloud
quote after quote, laughing at
Gentry's stupidity. I couldn't
laugh, though, when I considered
the source.
To begin with, the man of
"justice" does not even have his
facts right to properly deal with
drug law violators. I hate to be
the first to tell him, but
marijuana use does not "build a
tolerance" toward the drug. In
fact, the opposite is probably
true. He need only look as far as
the President's commission on
marijuana and drug abuse for the
fact. Another misconception on
the part of the judge was when he
said, "I've encountered quite a
few young people who have been
physically addicted to drugs,
such as LSD..." To get the facts
on that one, he need only ask the
nearest doctor.
Besides the obvious mistakes,
Gentry also seemed somewhat
contradictory when, concerning
the charges of discrimination
leveled by the local papers, he
stated, "I can't control what the
papers write. In criminal court,
the reporters come by and look at
the docket that has so many
words and so many figures on it,
but that doesn't tell the whole
story." He then only three sentences later says, "People who
make criticisms have to check
the facts and the facts are in the
docket..."
Either
those
statements are contradictory or
then, by his own admission, the
newspapers are correct in their
accusations. Unfortunately, I
fear that logical arguments may
sail right over his head.
What irritated me the most,
though, was Gentry's statement,
"My only hope is that they know
that next to their mamas and
daddies, I'm the best friend
they've got." I felt personally
insulted when he dared to
compare my parents with
himself. I doubt there are many
parents who would send their
children to jail or a work camp
for smoking a joint.
For all of these reasons, I find it
frightening that such a man holds
a position of authority, and I feel
sorry for my fellow students and
all others who come before him.
All the citizens of Pickens County
should be appalled at this
situation, demand Gentry's
resignation, and have him
replaced with someone equitable
and educated.
I hope this letter doesn't result
in harassment from him or other
local officials, as I still believe in
the right of free speech.
Gabe Meier

Gentry versus
party rules
According to Ginny Manning's
article on Judge John T. Gentry,
several
Pickens
County
Democrats called for Gentry's
resignation as county chairman
in 1972 because he publicly endorsed Republican senatorial

refused to resign, "stating he had
the right to express his person
opinion." He later added that he
had lived in Pickens County "too
long to be pushed around."
I wish to clarify this incident.
The South Carolina Democratic
Party Rule 33(a) states in part:
"Any State or County official of
the Party who finds he cannot
support the Primary nominees
shall immediately resign his
Party office." Mr. Gentry's
endorsement of Strom Thurmond
was clearly a violation of Rule
33(a). No one was attempting "to
push" him around. It was not a
matter of his opion versus ours.
We simply asked him to obey the
party rules. He refused.
Therefore, several Clemson
Democratic precinct officials
resigned. The Pickens County
Democratic Executive committee sustained Gentry. The
state chairman, Don Fowler,
chose to remain silent.
E.M. Lander Jr.
Former precinct chairman
Clemson Democratic Party

Gentry uses
wrong info
Having just read the Tiger's
interview of Judge Gentry, I feel
compelled to comment on his
views. But first, I'd like to know if
the Tiger could get me a copy of
the drug propaganda that Gentry
reads. It must be an awfully
funny comic strip.
The good Judge Gentry states,
"If you're a three-roach-a-day
man, after a while, in order to get
the same high three or four
months later, you spend all your
time rolling cigarettes." Now, I
know a lot of marijuana users
(freaks, hippies or whatever) and
there's not a damn one who sits
around rolling joints all the time.
And whoever heard of anybody
being addicted to acid!
And so I picture Gentry as a
man of position, who uses his
incorrect information about
drugs to deal justice out of his
hat. To non-student "firsttimers," he hands a fine. The
students get a fine plus the added
benefit of shaved heads (male
students only) and 10 days in a
work camp. I can't see how a
supposedly intelligent man can
be so ignorant as not to see this
apparent discrimination.
I've had the good luck of never
being "popped" by the wrong
arm of the law, and I hope I never
do. But if it ever happens, I hope
it's in a county where there is still
such a
thing
as
nondiscriminatory justice.
Steve Kelley

Tiger should
wake up
I am getting tired of the Tiger's
attitude toward law enforcement
and the dispensation of justice to
criminals (or law-breakers if you
want to use a less harsh term).
The Tiger seems to take the attitude that the criminal is the
hero and the justice department
is the villain. To be specific, I am
talking about the Tiger's attitude
toward Judge Gentry.
T*
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students because he does not give
them the same sentence he gives
a non-student. Well, think about it
a minute; what is punishment to
one person may not be punishment to another. Who is punished
more, a non-student who is
working for a living being fined
$100, or a student who gets his
money from Mama and Daddy
being fined $100? The overall
effect is not the same, the nonstudent gets the worse deal.
As for the students spending a
week doing their time during
spring break, they have it made;
they will be students again when
school resumes. Can the same be
said about the non-student
working at a job? Will he still be
an employee after leaving his
work for a week? He has more to
lose than the student. Judge
Gentry could make it really
rough on the students by not
waiting till spring break, or he
might wait even longer till the
week of April 29, exam week.
If anyone has cause to complain, it should be the nonstudents. Judge Gentry will not
wait until their vacations from
their jobs come up for them to do
their time. They do not have
Mama and Daddy supporting
them, paying their bills. They are
the ones who are being
discriminated against.
The Tiger needs to get it out of
its thick head that people cannot
be classified as just students and
non-students. Each person is an
individual and Judge Gentry
treats each case as an individual.
Maybe someday the Tiger will
wake up and realize this fact.
Because the Tiger is so thick
headed, maybe what has happened to the Paladin at Furman,
as stated in "Driftwood," would
be a good idea for it. After all, the
Tiger no longer "roars for
Clemson" as the Tiger banner
used to say. It now "roars" for
only a select few who have it in
their control. The Tiger, in many
instances, is just the "local fishwrapper," and since we do not
have a local fish market, do we
really need it anymore? Kinda
like the old buggy whip, isn't it?
Fred E. Wood Jr.
Judge John Gentry allows
every first-time marijuana offender to choose between 90 days
or $100—that is, unless the person
involved is a Clemson University
student. Often, if someone who is
employed cannot afford to pay
the fine, Gentry will allow that
person to serve time on
weekends.
We have nothing against
Gentry's allowing weekend
service—in fact, we think it's a
good idea. Our argument with the
judge is that he is giving nonstudents a choice of punishments,
while denying that choice to
students. Discrimination? It
certainly appears that way.
If Gentry "treats each case as
an individual," why does he
speak of Clemson students with
statements such as "I'm going to
try this term to get their attention
by taking their spring holidays"?
That leaves little room for individual consideration. And,
believe it or not, some Clemson
students are not supported by
"Mama and Daddy."
You certainly have a right to
your opinion—we all do. But

"wake up and realize" anything,
you had better have your facts
straight, —nancy quads

direct our efforts toward an
impeachment information table
on the loggia.

Former leader,
former reader

We encourage all students,
faculty and staff to write to thenCongressmen voicing their
support of the impeachment of
President Nixon. We all need to
act now as American citizens
during this critical period. Be
alert for our activities concerning
impeachment; until then, you
can write your Congressmen.
The Organizing Committee

Tuesday afternoon, the day of
the presidential primary, former
Student Senate President, Bill
Findley, was overheard saying
that he didn't realize Tuesday
was the day of the primary.
Findley lamented over the fact
that there hadn't been enough
publicity.
Come on, Bill, didn't you read
the Tiger last week? It was front
page.
Earl Gatlin

Students need
strong leader
After noticing the results of the
Student Government elections, I
decided that in the very near
future the student body will need
a strong leader. This statement
may sound bold, but I believe I
can be the strong leader (quoteunquote).
Just like every politician, I'll
make only one promise — to try
to do the best I can. Doing this
would include the following:
Try to get the "old" teacher
evaluation book;
Increase open dorm hours;
Drop requirements for second
semester of meal plan and dorm
contract
And any other improvement
which you (and a large number of
students) feel should be enacted.
In asking for a vote, most
candidates ask for trust, but I'm
asking for more. I want your
trust and your participation.
PhilFoss
Write-in candidate for
President of Student Body

Batman runs
for presidency
Write in George Batman for
President.
"Don't give me the job, just
give me the title."
I know nothing about Student
Government or student problems
and probably wouldn't care if I
did. I am not a member of a
fraternity or the CDA (in fact I
don't speak Greek and I can't
dance). To be honest, the only
reason I want to be elected is
because it would look good on my
transcript. If elected I promise to
do absolutely nothing.
Thank you for your support.
George Batman

Postponements
are explained
The organizing committee of
the Impeach Nixon Rally would
like to take this opportunity to
explain the causes for the postponements of the scheduled
rallies. Unforseen weather
conditions have prohibited the
holding of the rally; therefore, we
have decided to wait for better
weather before we announce
another date for a rallv. While the

A modest
proposal
The current situation in the
town of Clemson is the epitome of
most college towns—"power to
the people, as long as you are not
a student". In a recent justice
department move, the South
Carolina reapportionment plan
was declared unconstitutional
because it discriminated against
certain block groups such as
Blacks. In other words, the
Blacks were not being allowed to
vote in elections that influenced
their lives the most.
This situation not only applies
to Blacks but also to college
students. We spend three fourths
of the year at Clemson where we
hqve no say so as to how our lives,
in the town where we spend a lot
of time and money, are managed.
We have the right to vote alright,
but does our vote actually help us
as it is supposed to? So in actuality only one fourth of our lives
are actually managed in a way in
which we had a say-so.
We present this modest
proposal: let the Clemson
University students have the
right to vote in the town where
they live, play and spend money
nine months out of the year. Give
us the right to vote for mayor and
also the right to take an active
part in the town council. Let us
have a voice in how we want our
lives managed. We aren't
children; we don't need "Big
Daddy" to tell us what is right
and wrong, for as in the town of
Clemson we know what is right
and wrong.
Ever wonder why Clemson's
city limits are six miles out?
Ever wonder why there is no
bookstore downtown?
Ever wonder why the bars
close at 12 o'clock?
Why are fines more expensive
for parking in Gemson, along
with other violations?
Why can't "Spoon" get a beer
license?
Why doesn't the town of
Clemson give the students
something instead of taking from
us like great hogs? After all, the
town would die if not for our
money and influence.
This letter is written in hopes
that the blind may see.
Frank Bouknight
■,:.
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ONE
MORE
WEEK
Tiger senior staff
applications must be in
^ by next Friday.
-..

■

/

Elections for the new
senior staff will be held
Sunday, March 10,
at 8 p.m.
Applications may be
obtained at the Tiger
office, ninth level
above the loggia.

reviews reactions

Intellectual pep talk
by Earl Gatlin
The January issue of Foreign Affairs has a
provocative essay, "America Agonistes", by Max
Lerner which should be of interest to readers,
regardless of their political orientation.
In the article Lerner examines the various
misperceptions that Americans have of their
society, all of which supports the basic thesis that
America is not in as poor shape as we would have
the rest of the world believe. What makes the article
worthy, though, is that it is not a typical, conservative-oriented, sugar-coated, gung-ho America
- is - still - number - one article. Lerner's essay is
logical and unemotional.
With the conservatives viewing our America as a
decadent sensualist society and the liberals
declaring that the United States is full of fascist
imperialists, Lerner says that America's Errol
Flynn self-image has been replaced with one of
"self-pity and self-hatred." This concept is
heightened because the United States is the
"goldfish bowl" of the world.
One of the aspects of our self-image that Lerner
examines is the American's view of our global
position. Lerner claims that our impression is
wrong due to our misconception of history as
merely being the rise and fall of "a succession of
historic hegemonies" and by our failure to
distinquish between "imperium (a power mass)
and imperialism (the expansionist thrust)." The
international system is not in a stationery position
throughout the years; it shifts with emerging power
structures. Also Lerner explains that although
massive imperialism is no longer possible, it does
not preclude a competitive struggle no longer
exists.
In discussing the shifts in power relations Lerner
explained that America's supremacy after World
War II was due to the devastation of the other
powers rather than America's common sense. By
the same token, America's apparent decline has
only been "the proliferation of all forms of global
power." In light of this Lerner observes, "My hunch
is that the Golden Age was not nearly as golden nor
the present one as leaden as portrayed."
Rather than express horror and dismay over the
present constitutional crisis, Lerner calmly claims
it has been brewing ever since the beginning of the

twentieth century. He also holds that the comparison of Schlesinger's "imperial Presidency" to
the autocratic Caesars of Rome is invalid because
of the vitality of the office of the President. Lerner
supports the concept of a powerful executive with
the arguments that it is senseless "to expect a great
civilization to find leadership in a weak
Presidency" and that attacks against the
presidential powers at this time could be harmful to
the unity of the nation.
Addressing himself to the conservatives concern
over the supposedly decay of the moral fiber and
social institutions in our society, Lerner says he
accepts the facts as true, but disagrees with the
interpretation of them. Quite simply, Lerner
believes that "in America erotic breakthroughs
have been part of larger revolutionary thrusts...not
the search for new sensations, but the search for
freedom." Consequently where we can see Roman
sexuality as devoid of love, America's search is for
"wholeness and belief."
As an example of the flexibility of our society
Lerner points to the 60's. He called it a decade of an
"overloading of the social nervous system by
sudden accelerations of change". America was
resilient enough to change but rigid enough to
withstand social collapse. Furthermore, it was a
profitable time because of the social gains relative
to America's industrial progress.
The particular rigidity that was fatal to past
civilizations is only minimally present in our society
today. Lerner, therefore warns against America
feeling that nationalism is becoming "less effectual
as well as less creative than some of the current
moves towards...a global moral census" or feeling
that she will not be able to "maintain a great inner
civilization if she opts out...from the great
initiatives in global relations." What is critical for
the continuity of "the American character" is its
development in advantageous competition.
Lerner makes no moral pronouncements nor
takes a partisan stand in his analysis. Although his
work is not objective, the unemotional tone of his
argument makes it one of the foremost essays in
defense of the American spirit and society written
in quite some time. "America Agonistes" is a
refreshing intellectual pep talk.

FQ5S Write-in Candidate For President

HORNY BULLS ARE NOT
FUNNY, BUT IF ONE
EVER TELLS YOU A JOKE,
YOU'D BETTER LAUGH.

Don't move
till you call us.

Its
linger
r

V\fe want to show you how you
can save a bundle. Maybe 4060% of the cost. Move it yourself with a Ryder truck. We rent
Ryder trucks.. well-kept Chevrolets.otherfinetrucks. From little
Chevy vans up to big 22-footers.
And we rent movers' accessories,
too. Ask for the helpful Ryder
"Movers Guide!' Make it a happy
move. Call...
Your local Ryder Truck Rental Dealer.

lickirT

good"
GOOD SERVICE
REASONABLE PRICES

654-4142

All Students free drink with snack box, regular
dinner, and jumbo dinner.
On Mon. Tues. and Wed.
Must Show I.D.
The Montczuma Horny Bull:™
1 oz. Montezuma Tequila.
5 oz. CONCENTRATED ORANGE
BREAKFAST DRINK.Over ice.
It's sensational, and that's no bull. i. ■HjCy/Ux.LiA.

UnntEzuma

C1974. 80 Proof. Tequila. Barton Distillers Import Co.. New York, New York.

Your trust and
participation"

Reservations
needed now
for May

Open Daily 10:30-9:00

Kentucky Fried Ikiefcen.
Highway 123

Clemson

in

IIPIII

mixT re

HOLIDAY
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AUTHOKIZED INSKCTION STATION . . .
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reviews/reactions
THINGS WE LIKE

Tir Na Nog provides change of pace
by Gary Ragan
It's time to shake the dust off several
things which have been lying around for a
while and at least mention some of the
things which have come out in the last
couple of months that have sort of a
limited appeal.

Stomp Your Hands, Clap Your Feet
Slade
Stomp your hands and clap your feet all
over this record. Then burn it.
Home Toughts
Clifford T. Ward

Strong in the Sun
Tir Na Nog
Tir Na Nog is a generally acoustic duo
composed of Sonny Condell and Leo
O'Kelly, who puts guitars, dulcimer,
violin, and Jew's harp together in a kind of
music which is pleasantly reminiscent of
Marc Bolan's early work with Stve Took
and Micky Finn. The music and melodies
are bouncy and light like Bolan's early
stuff, but the lyrics concern realistic
subjects from love to the movies rather
than Marc's standard fare of magicians
and wizards.
The quality of the writing is a bit erratic
but, overall, is pretty good. The vocals are
warm, smooth and human and are wellsupported
by
the
instrumental
arrangements in the background. It's a
happy album, conveying moods of wistful
expectancy and gleeful excitement. Pretty
good change of pace.

Clifford T. Ward is a teacher of English
and drama in an English "comprehensive
school," and he's a part-time musician. On
this album he makes his debut as singer composer, and one out of two isn't really
too bad.
The music is rather relaxing and
pleasant, and the orchestral arrangements
are quite good. The lyrics occasionally
leave a little to be desired, but their main
flaw is that they tend sometimes to get a
little repetitive.
Even this is no great problem, though,
and the songs are generally intriguing. But
Clifford wouldn't entrust his material to
anyone else to interpret and insisted on
singing all the songs himself. He doesn't
seem to have a very wide vocal range and
what voice he does have is not quite good
enough to carry the songs off. One has to
wonder what some of these songs would
sound like in the hands of a more accomplished vocalist.

Stray Dog
Stray Dog
A little while back Emerson, Lake and
Palmer formed their own record lable,
Manticore, and then apparently felt a little
funny about not having anyone else
recording on it. Now they have someone
else, and this Dog is one that might as well
have stayed Stray.
The band is composed of two Americans,
Snuffy Walden on guitar and Al Roberts on
bass, and Englishman Les Sampson on
drums. Their music is, roughly speaking,
heavy, sexy stuff with an occasional
change-up tossed in. There "are flashes of
goody here and there, but there isn't much
on the album that hasn't been done before
in a similar, if not better, way. The best
feature of the record is the production,
which is by Greg Lake. Greg is becoming
farily proficient at this art, and he can give
the band a mellow sound or a sassy, impudent one with good success. But
production alone can seldom save an
album, and Stray Dog is no exception to
this general rule.
Energized
Foghat
Energized shows us a lot of flash but not
much talent. Much of the album features

little more than a bit of fancy string scratching coupled with a lot of distortion
and wah-wah. The music loves well, has a
good beat, but dissolves into one long
drone before too long. Not too much work
represented here.
You and Me
Chick Churchill
Chick Churchill writes some very good
material. You and Me is a collection of ten
songs which Churchill composed and
played on organ, piano, Moog, and
mellotron. He also wrote and arranged the
backing strings.
Assisted by people like Martin Barre on
guitar and Cozy Powell on drums, he has
put together an impressive musical
display. However, like Clifford Ward, he
didn't look too far to find a suitable
vocalist. Gary Pickford-Hopkins, who
sings on all but one of the tracks, must
have been the only fellow Churchill could
get to make house calls or something. He
has a just-fair, raspy voice where a
powerful, emotional voice would seem to
fit the songs better.
Again, good potential if the right singer
can be found. As it is, the songs are moving
and powerful, production is good, and the
string arrangements are excellent.

Curtis Enterprises and New Era Records
present

/prfng Get Away
OVER $10,000 IN PRIZES TO BE AWARDED! ENTER NOW'
YOU COULD WIN THE VACATION OF YOUR LIFETIME!

Grand Prize
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Five, sunfilled days - four fantastic nights at the posh "Pier 66 Motel" on the ocean at FT. LAUDERDALE
First-Class round trip transportation from winner's location to FT. LAUDERDALE!
Honda rental bike during the duration of your stay!
Dinner for two at the fabulous "Pink Pussy Cat"!
Dinner for two at the "Windjammer"

FLORIDAI

5'
a
8.
9.

£1™"™°' *H° at "P'er 66" ~ the world's most fantastic supper club overlooking the beautiful blue ATLANTIC!
VS?m ^J?* T'" V0Ur "ame aU!h<C ~ the """""i"** si"9les spot in Florida! Top name entertainment seven days a week«
$50.00 credit account in your name at 'The Button" - Lauderdale's leading after-hours clubi
$100.00 cash - to spend as you please!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Three days, two nights at Holiday Inn, on the ocean, at FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA
Round trip transportation (from winner's location).
Dinner for two at 'The Windjammer."—.
$25.00 credit account in your name at "She."
$25.00 cash — to spend as you please.

1.

Any one stereo LP or 8 track tape of your choice listed in the current New Era Records Catalog.

10 Each Second Prizes

1,000 Third Prizes

RULES AND REGULATIONS
1. Contest open only to bonaf ide students of an accredited college or university.
2. Winners will be selected by the W A Wilholt Corporation, an independent judging
organization Winners will be selected at random and the decision of the judges will be
final. A list of all winners will be available upon written request to New Era Records.
3 To register, print information in spaces provided on coupon.—►
4. Enclose SI.00 for processing and handling Remit by check or postal money order only
PAYABLE TO: "NEW ERA RECOROS CEI."
5 Mail your registration to:
NEW ERA RECORDS
SUITE 109
17S WEST WIEUCA ROAD. N.E.
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30342
6 Entries must be postmarked NOT LATER THAN March 8th. 1974

CURTIS ENTERPRISES - NEW ERA RECORDS
"I certify that I am a student at.
(name of school)
Name

.

•

State.
Phone.

-Zip.
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Free Apple Pie
with a Foot Long
This is no pie-in-the-sky offer. This is a real, down-to-earth, All-American dream
come true. Every time you stick a foot long in your face, (At our regular, All-American
prices) we'll follow it up with a Hot Apple Pie. (At no price at all.) The way we look
at it, finding a hot dog with better flavor is an improbable quest. But, finding a
Hot Apple Pie with a better price is The Impossible Dream.
Eat your dream this week, at Wiener King.

• COUPON *
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campus bulletin
CAMPUS BULLETINS must be submitted
no later than Tuesday, 9 ftm. No bulletins
will be accepted after that deadline.
DELTA SIGMA NU will meet Tuesday.
7:30 p.m., 201 Kinard Hall. Susan Starnes, a
dental hygienlst, will address the fraternity.
o m AYiZ??%'JurMsh Nl9ht" Monday, 7
p.m., YMCA. Slides and movies will be the
ne
agenda for the meeting.

»<^LOy^.!°fG" win De Matured on the
on WSBF HeJeSUS Pe°Ple" Sunda^ "P-m

"l*'OOL commuters from Anderson,
n^ni.B I' Save money' save ,ime- meet
A^fJ
^one interested in forming an
Car
«k tor
ta?2
***" should ca" 225-6568 and
h
asK
snaron.

STUDENT UNION presents FRIDAY- Ski
rr.'EJ63*65 YMCA at 3:3° P.m.; Gutfer
5
Sunlfv0"!^2 ?;?- fr<* emission
e
8"MLr
.SH"
^P'ain Marvel No.
V:
Cnin
VM^A
?
«e Night," 7:30 p.m
^hMrA„Free, T„ue!dav: Le»ther working9
Short Course, 7:30p.m., YMCA. Wednesday
w. C. Fields-"Alive and Well," 8 pm
«'. H^.I Aua;i,ori"m. Admission is 50c'for
9eneral
sd»v Election
c, a1? $1of for
Public. Thursday:
Union officers.

SOCIETY for the Advancement of
Management will meet Tuesday, 7 n m 339
Sirrlne Hall.
c-m., «y

DR. MARTIN SLANN, assistant professor
"L"01"";!1 s=ience •» ^e University, will
address the Clemson Unitarian Fellowship
Sunday, 10:30 a.m., YMCA Clubroom His
topic will be "Political Aspects of the Mid
die-East Situation." The public is InvPted'

CLEMSON
INDIA
ASSOCIATION
presents "An Evening In Paris" Saturday,
2:30 p.m., Lowry Auditorium. Admission Is

"HISTORY OF SCIENCE FICTION from
1938 to the Present" by Isaac Asimov will be
shown Wednesday, 7:30 p.m., 1 Kinard Hall.
The program is sponsored by the Society of
Physics Students.

OUTING CLUB will offer a hiking trip to
Plsgah Forrest to all club members. The
excursion will leave Saturday, 8 a.m. and
tfl'iSMr Sunday- Call Mark Helmkln at
654-4984 for further information.
DR. CLARENCE GOHDES and Dr. James
B. Duke, professors of English Emeritus of
Duke University, will deliver a lecture entitled "America's Greatest Democrat In
Literature," Wednesday, 4 p.m., Daniel
Auditorium.

DIXIE SKYDIVER'S Sport Parachute
Club will be Wednesday, 7:30 p.m., 300
Tillman Hall. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
will hold a drawing for 16 cases of beer on
March 8 instead of the previously announced
day.

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY CLUB will
meet Tuesday, 7:30 p.m., 131 Brackett Hall.
Dr. Paynter will speak on Microbiology, and
the Myrtle Beach convention will be
discussed.

...From The Photographer of "Cabaret"
and "2001..." A Sight & Sound Experience
Unlike Any You've Seen Before.

LOST: Black and white, medium sized,
male dog. Could be anywhere between
Clemson and Easley. Reward. Call 654-5458
or 656-3024.

PERSONAL: To the guys who ripped off
the keg of beer and tap from eighth floor
Lever Hall Saturday, please call 656-6636 or
656-6637 and let us know where we can get the
empty keg and tap. At least let us get the
deposit back on them.

FOUND: Webster County High School
Ring, class of 1972. Owner may claim at the
chemical engineering department.

MEN!—WOMEN) Jobs on Ships! No
experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect summer |ob or
career. Send S3 for Information. SEAFAX,
Dept.
11-L
P.O.
Box
2049,
P
rt Angeles, Washington 98962.

FOR SALE: Garrard AT-60, Pickering
cartridge, walnut base, dustcover. Perfect
condition. $39. Call 654-2859, late.

i..i.ERV]CS: Blke rePalrs and Free adjustments for one, five and 10 speed bicycles

FOR SALE: 35mm cameras and accessories. $175 debatable. Contact Jim at 6C3
Lever Hall or call 656-6574.

DON
QUIXOTE'

MEN!—WOMEN! Jobs on Ships! No
experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect summer job or
career. Send $3 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. 11-L. P.O. Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98962.

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS;
May
Graduate. Ideal training. Progressive
Company. Fine future. Benefits. Salary
$11,000. Call Sarah at 226-6023 in Anderson at
Snelling and Snelling.
FOR SALE: 1970 VW Beetle, runs great,
$1200. Debate. Contact Russ Waller at 6542599.

NEED NEW SHOES? Can custom fit you
with made shoes. They are waterproof,
confortable, good looking, and are made of
high quality materials. Contact Mark at
Natures Way.

NUREYEVS

FOR SALE: Claricon TR-1500 portable
real-to real stereo tape recorder. Recorder
has been completely reconditioned and is in
excellent condition. Two heads, two good
speakers,
extremely
strong
drive
mechanism. Two microphones are included
$85. Call Steve at 654-2797 for further in.
formation.

LOST: One jacket with C. Pund written
across the back, misplace at the Red Carpet
Friday night. Contact Clarence Pund at 6544759 if found.

»UDOLFNUR£VEV-S-."DON QUIXOTE".., RUDOLF NUREYEV
ROBERT HELPMANN LUCETTE AUX)US-ftS£Si3S£u*
Late show Fri.-sat.-sun. At 11:35 'The Magic Christian"

Exclusive

P^j^TTHT^nF'F'IT^

Southeastern

■ ■ a 0 l)A itf f* I ft£ 14

Showing

JiJ^JijJiJyJiJ^LU
ifoiANot

INOW

r™*6.7"TRr-'CAL
ENGINEERS:
May
Graduate. Company will train. Rewarding
career. Challenging benefits. Salary $11,000
Gal Sarah at 226-6023 at Snelling and
Snelling of Anderson.
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235-9010
For

Inforniation

GOOD
LUCK

cinema
GREENVILLE
Astro — "The Sting" — 2:20, 4:35, 7:25.
Astro II — "American Grafltti" — 3, 5:05,
7:10, 9:15.
Camelot — Call 235-0356 for information.
Flick — "Don Quixote" — 2:30, 7, 9:30;
"The Magic Christian" — 11:30.
Mall — "Papillion" — 2:30, 5:20, 8:10.
Tower — "Fantastic Planet" — call 2322117 for times.
MAULDIN
The Cinema — "Les Sex Shop" — 3, 7:15,
8:45.
ANDERSON
i Anderson Mall — "Robin Hood" — 7, 9.
Belvedere — "Cinderella Liberty" — 4:40,
7, 9:20.
Osteen — "American Grafittl" — 7:10,
9:10.
SENECA
The Cinema — "The Bootleggers" — 7, 9;
"The Other" — 11:30. ■ v
CLEMSON
Astro III — "Ash Wednesday" — 7, 9;
"Deadly Tractors (starting March 31" — 7,
9.
Clemson Theatre — call 654-3230 for information.
"Y" — "Magnificent 7 Ride" — 7:15, 9 —
March 1, 2; "Joe Kidd" — 7, 9 — March 4-6;
"Flim Flam Man" — 7:10, 9 — March 7-9.

WITH THE

ACC
Lynch
Drug Co.

Now Thru Sat. Mar. 2

the tiger

AI

Cau

A FUQUA COMPANY

Now Showing
Paramount Pictures Presents A SagStanus Production

Introductory Newspaper Class

ElizabethTaylor
Ash Wednesday

4

Monday 8:00 P.M.

IN COLOR

"PLAT IT AGAIN,

9th toel above loggia

„..,,

A Herbert Ross Film

H€€E!rAUJEN
C44KI: MAT! N
TCNY MAftOTS

Color ePG-RATED
Sun.-Mon.-Tues. • Mar. 3-5
IN ANDERSON MALL

DELIGHTFUL FUN
for ALL from
DISNEY!

"IT IS A MISSING CHAPTER FROM
THE GRAPES OF WRATH'
AND OF EQUAL STATURE."
-Judith Crist. NBC-TV

2:45-4:10-5:45-7:20-9:00
OPEN SAT. 1:00—SUN. at 3 and 8
Adults $1.75—All children 75c

From Warner Bros ^y A Warner Communication* Company

|PG|

COMING

Starring

SUSAN CLARK/CAMERON MITCHELL j
"SOUNDER"

PRODUCTIONS

RIOIARD HARRIS
ROD TAYLOR
THE M^U>L1 TRACKERS
BURT LANCASTER,

The merriest menagerie in
the world's best-Loved Legend!

Robin Hood

ILfJ'l.fMUJMklil
Starting Sunday

Universal Presents I

IIK

D-STY

A Paramount Picture

—STARRING—
Cicely Tyson • Paul Winfield
in Color •G-Rated

Music by DAVE GRUSIN • Based upon the novel "THE MIDNIGHT LADY
;
AND THE MOURNING MAN" by DAVID ANTHONY - Wntten for the Screen. Produced and ;
Directed by ROLAND KIB6EE
.
I

and BURT LANCASTER
A Universal Picture • Technicolor"

clemson theatre! ■ astro 3 theatre
.COLLEGE AVENUE/654 3230

COLLEGE AVENUE/654-1670

The most fascinating
_,.._ J —_ _.,_i__, :_ .._ _„

f~ ■
IS '•

murder mystery in years. &*:
World Premiere Mar. 14
Premiere Tickets On Sale
March 111:30 P.M.

mm
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M. BHOCKMAN JEWELER
\ Oconee Square

Rally Day

Senega, S. C.
AUTHORIZED KEEPSAKE DIAMOND DEALER
ENGRAVING ON PREMISES
GREEK ALPHABET AVAILABLE
Phone 882-6812

NEEDLE ART
CENTER
with everything you need for:

Needle Point
Knitting

Crewel
Latch Hook Rugs
Crochet
Open 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. at
408 E. North 1st St. Seneca Ph 882-1447

SPARE TIME BUSINESS
Own your own profitable vending business. $200 to $600
monthly earnings possible in your spare time (day or eve.).
NO SELLING. If selected, you will be servicing company
established locations.
OUR COMPANY IS A SUPPLIER OF
NAtlSCO SNACK ITEMS.
REQUIREMENTS: $1,000 to $5,000 CASH INVESTMENT,

(secured by machines and merchandise)
good character, dependable auto, and 6 to 9 spare hours
weekly. Income starts immediately! We supply product,
machines, locations, expansion financing, buy back option,
and professional guidance. If you are sincerely interested
in applying for this genuine opportunity toward financial
success, please call or write (include phone number) for personal interview in your area to:
MR. ROBERT L. ANDERSON
WORLD INDUSTRIES INC.
Executive Suite 303
1919 East 52nd. Street '
Indianapolis, Indiana 46205
Telephone (317) 257-5767

lB)c4te^nv

UiUtlfc
(fe

r%

IE223

Open Every Day 11 A.M.-10P.M.
THE BEST STEAKS IN TOWN AT REASONABLE

PRICES-$1.39.

$3.50

2916 N, Main St.
Anderson, S. C.
Phone: 225-1238

Photo by Blake Banta

continued from page l
are now automatically funded by activities
fees. The students could require that
certain provisions be met in return for
granting the request. Such a program,
Brantley said, would allow more money to
be provided for student organizations.
The improvement of married student
housing should be a high priority item,
Brantley stressed. "If any of you have
been in a pre-fab," he said, "you know it's
a shame the way those people have to
live." He called for "decent housing" for
married students at Clemson.
Students have a right to decide whether
or not to attend class, according to Rodney
Sprott, who concluded the presidential
candidates' speeches. He explained that
the current policy is being rewritten by a
committee on which he serves and that the
new policy may be in effect by next
semester.
"There is no ambulance service at
Clemson, and there has been none for the
last two years," Sprott noted, adding that
the University has been unwilling to spend
the money and time for training necessary
to have an adequate service. He suggested
a cooperative arrangement between the
town and the University, similar to the

cooperative fire fighting arrangement.
Sprott also voiced his objections to
section nine of the new University dorm
contract. According to section nine, the
University may evict any whose actions
are not "in the best interest of the
University." Sprott questioned, "Who is to
decide what the best interests of the
University are?" Calling for student input
in drawing up the dorm contract, he noted,
"Usually, two parties are involved in a
contract. Here, a group of administrators
decides what it wants and forces the
students to sign."
Explaining that "the Tiger and WSBF
are one-way systems" of communication,
Sprott proposed the creation of a student
forum, through which Student Government representatives and University
administrators could gain "an idea of
what's important to students."
During a the speeches, the hum of
conversation continued unabated — indicating that some members of the crowd
had come for something other than
political analysis. The speeches concluded, Pratt thanked the crowd for
coming and reminded them of their beerdrinking duty. With the politics over, the
crowd got back to the "fun part" of Rally
Day.

Elections in phase two
Jerry Stonemetz led the
balloting in Tuesday's primary,
assuring him a berth in the next
round of voting for the Student
Body President. The other three
presidential candidates joining
Stonemetz on the ballot will be
Lynn
Lovelace,
Reginald
Brantley and Rodney Sprott.
The voting will be held this
Tuesday and in addition to
reducing the presidential

aspirants to two, the vice
president of the student body,
High Court members, and Low
Court members will be elected.
Candidates for the office of vice
president are John Reynolds and
Philip Jackson.
Those seeking a position on
High Court are David Nutt,
Thompson Smith, Joe Stancil,
Randy Hiers, Michael Jewell,
Susan Brendell, Barbara Tuttle,

John Treen, Franklin Adams,
Mike Heard, Joseph Busby,
Peggy Phifer, and Marty Smoral.
There are five elected seats on
High Court.
Richard Castles, Peggy Ellis,
Teresa Houston, Emil Studinka,
Robert Steele, Candice Jenkins,
James Harmon, and Jeannie
Wilson are seeking one of the
three positions open on the Low
Court.

Heide
continued from page 20
victims and scapegoats of the mess are
women like Deta Beard—a scapegoat,
Rosemary Wood, the faithful secretary
who may find herself sacrificed, and
Martha Mitchell, who tried to tell us but no
one listened to her. All women who were
sacrificed to the game."
"The white male club that runs this
nation is not a democracy," stated Heide,
"And uppity women like myself are going
to change the politics of housework, of
education, of the media, and of politics."
At the present, ERA (Equal Rights
Amendment) is one of the focal points of
NOW. "This admendment has been in
front of Congress since 1923; we used to
like to call it the best-kept secret of the
twentieth century. At least now, most
people have some idea of what it means,"
affirmed Heide. "Right now, 33 out of a

necessary 38 stales ratified the admendment—it's only a matter of when and
how the admendment will become law. We
have until March of 1979—let your
legislators know—hold them accountable."
"Let's end the games," said Heide.
"They're everywhere. The relationship
between nurses and physicans are just
another mirror of the male-female games.
"Take a look...take a look all around
you...learn. As Flo Kennedy said, 'Don't
agonize, organize,' " concluded Heide. "I
need to remind you I'm not for 'women's
lib'—that's a non-entity; a flip way to
trivalize what women are about. It's instead 'women's liberation,' feminism, and
unipeople—not unisex—and then what we
will have is a portent for significant
change for men and women."
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CDA Presents

HUMBLE
PIE

Saturday
March 2
8:30 p.m.
Littlejohn Coliseum

wiith

SPOOKY TOOTH
and RONNY MONTROSE
STUDENT RATES
$

4 25 Advanced General Admission

$525 Advanced Floor
REGULAR RATES
$

5 25

$

6.25

$

Advanced General Admission
Advanced Floor

6.25 General Admission At Door
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sports

by Kerry Capps_

COACHES COX and Edwards look on as Jive Brown's Jayvees Dull out a 98-90 win over the Alumni
All-Stars, while one vintage Tiger heads for the Geritol cooler. Gary Helms, a 1966 graduate, led all
scorers with 35 points, while Dave Brown paced the Cubs with 33. (Photo by Bob Thompson)

Tigs top Duke in battle
for ACC tourney seed
by Keith Cannon
Almost anything can happen
during an ACC game in Littlejohn
Coliseum, and Wednesday night,
against the Duke Blue Devils,
quite a few things took place. The
most important thing was a 74-68
Tiger victory, their third in the
ACC and their thirteenth for the
season.
It was a typical, nervewracking Littlejohn contest, with
the Tigers in the lead all the way,
but never by more than eight,
until the last 34 seconds, when
they held a 73-63 lead. That came
when Marty Patterson, the
game's leading scorer with a
career-high 23 points, sank four
consecutive free-throws. The
free-throws were awarded after a
free-for-all which began with an
intentional foul. Duke's Kevin
Billerman was called for the foul
in trying to wrestle the ball away
from Tree Rollins, but the action
didn't stop with the referee's
whistle.

Block C plans
bus service
The Block C Club is again this
semester offering its shuttlebus
service to home baseball games
and track and tennis matches.
The bus will operate this
Saturday for the track meet with
South Carolina. Bus runs will
originate at Schilliter Dining
Hall, with a stop scheduled at
Calhoun Mansion. The bus will
run continuously beginning at
2:30 p.m.

;
The usually mild-mannered
Rollins, who objected to the
headlock with which Billerman
held him, lifted the Duke guard
into the air, but was restrained
from doing anything rash by
several teammates. A brief
scuffle on the floor, after both
teams rushed onto the court, was
stopped and Billerman and
Rollins were ejected. Patterson
followed with his free throws, a
flagrant foul and a doubletechnical having been charged to
Duke, and a double-technical
charged to the Tigers. The four
points gave the Tigers a ten-point
lead, and assured them of a
needed ACC win.
It was a frantic finish to what
started as a "quiet" game.
Clemson jumped out to a 6-0 lead
on a follow and a 12-footer by
Tree, and an 18-foot jumper by
Terrell Suit. That was as far out
front as the Tigers were to get in
the first 20 minutes, as the Blue
Devils held the Clemson lead to
between two and four points for
most of the half. Billerman's 20footer at 3:40 brought the Blue
Devils to within one at 30-29, but
the Tigers surged and moved out
to a 38-33 halftime lead on a
jumper by Suit with only one
second on the clock.
In the second half, the offensive show belonged to Marty
Patterson, who poured in 19
points in the last 20 minutes of
play; the six foot-eight inch
junior assumed the role of the
unexpected hero and played it
convincingly in relief of_ Rollins.
Tree was charged with his fourth

foul only two minutes and twenty
seconds into the half.
Tate Armstrong kept the Blue
Devils close in the second half.
The freshman guard, who came
into the game with a 4.6 scoring
average, tallied 13 in the second
half and 21 for the game. Duke
came within one twice in the half
(48-47 at 13:01 and 50-49 at 11:24)
and were within two (65-63) as
late as the 2:49 mark. Within the
two-minute mark, Jeff Reisinger
hit two 10-foot banks to give
Clemson a 69-63 lead. They held
that margin at the game's end.
After the game, Coach Tates
Locke commented, "Marty
really played well. He almost quit
three weeks ago." Here Locke
commented that Patterson, a
pre-dentistry major, was having
difficulty keeping up with his
studies while playing ball.
"Obviously, we're glad he didn't.
On the melee near the end of the
game, Locke offered, "I hate to
see a basketball game end that
way. I think that Tree just
overreacted."
With their victory, the Tigers
can still finish in a fifth-place tie
with Wake Forest in the ACC
standings, depending upon the
results of the three Saturday ACC
contests (Duke-UNC, VirginiaMaryland, and State-Wake).
"We'd like to play Virginia
probable fourth-place finisher),"
Locke said; "the way we've been
playing, we should be the ones up
there in third or fourth
place...Something good is going
to happen to these guys, I know
it."

Last year at this time (or for that matter even last month) who
would have imagined that getting five gallons of gasoline would entail
sitting at the end of a half-mile-long line of cars for an hour and a half.
The energy crisis, one of those things that always happens "over there
somewhere", has happened here...and most likely it will make its
effects felt for a while.
Each person seems to have his own personal explanation of the
crisis—ranging from the idea that we have actually exhausted the
world's supply of petroleum to the argument that the whole thing is
just a scheme by the major oil companies, supported by a sympathetic
president, to drive gasoline prices and company profits up. At present
one argument seems to be as valid as the other, since no one has offered any conclusive evidence to support either theory.
Regardless of how or why the shortage originated, one thing is
certain—there is a serious shortage of gasoline at the consumer level.
That shortage is having a very significant effect on athletics all over
the country, and Clemson is no exception.
Two weekends ago the Clemson fencing team was forced to forfeit
the final three matches of a meet with Virginia in order to fill up their
cars for the return trip to Clemson before the gas stations closed for
the weekend. Last Friday and Saturday the lack of gasoline forced
cancellation of the Clemson swimmers' three-meet conference swing
through North Carolina. In addition the 1974 indoor track season was
curtailed in an effort to save fuel. The shortage has ; iSo had a
noticable effect on attendence at home basketball games; the N.C.
State game had had officially been a sellout for weeks, but Saturday
night there were nearly 500 no-shows.
Athletic Director Bill McLellan is the man charged with making the
Clemson athletic program operate smoothly, so the gas situation is
currently a major preoccupation with him. "Thus far our programs
have not been affected significantly," said McLellan. But then he
qualified that statement by pointing out that the situation was extremely uncertain at this time and is the kind of situation that must be
waited out to determine just how serious the problem will be.
"We will open the baseball season this weekend with a southern trip,
but from the reports that we ha1 e received we anticipate no problem
in finding available gasoline in Georgia," he remarked. "We are also
making preparations now for the swimming team's trip to the ACC
finals in Durham this weekend. Each school is trying to cooperate with
the others to find available fuel in its particular area." A similar
problem will face the tennis team when they leave on a trip over
spring break to Florida, where the gas shortage is even more acute
than is this area. In addition there have been questions as to whether
the fencing championships and regional bowling finals will be completed as scheduled.
So all that Clemson's coaches can do now is to sit with their firgers
crossed, hoping that the situation will ease so that no more events will
have to be cancelled—but no one is ready to place any bets on that
hope.
As McLellan said with an air of cautious optimism: "Right now all
we can do is to work harder than we ever have before at planning our
trips. It may include spending an extra night or so on the road along
the way, but I am optimistic that we can carry on our programs as
scheduled."

Fencers end season
Having completed their
regular season, Clemson's fencers journey to Cameron Indoor
Stadium in Durham, N.C.
Saturday for the fourth annual
Atlantic Coast Conference fencing championships.
Although the Tigers went 1-4 in
league competition during the
regular season, with their only
win coming over N.C. State,
Clemson's epee team of senior
captain Dave Purnell, senior
Tom Worsdale and sophomore
Steve McCall, looms as a strong
contender to finish high in the
championships.
Overall the epee team stands
24-21 against ACC competition

competition, with PurnelF
compiling an impressive 10-5
mark against conference opposition. The teams' only losses
came to UNC, 3-6, and Duke 4-5.
In foil Bill Tindall finished 6-9
for the season, which according
to Coach Larry Gahan should
place him above the middle of the
conference.
North Carolina, who has won
the title in each of the previous
three years, is regarded as the
tourney favorite, although
Maryland handed UNC its first
ACC loss ever earlier in the
season in winning the regular
season title.
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Baseball, tennis & track open this weekend
by Kerry Capps
Clemson's spring sports activities get into full swing this
weekend, as the baseball, track
and tennis teams all open their
respective
seasons.
The
weekend's activities will get
underway on Friday when
Clemson's baseball squad travels
to Statesboro, Ga., to face
Georgia Southern in the first of a
three game set. At the same time
the Tiger netters will open their
'74 campaign by hosting
Applachian State in a varsity
contest and Anderson Junior
College in junior varsity action.
Then on Saturday Clemson track
will get off to a big start when the
Tigers host South Carolina.
Coach Bill Wilhelm opens his
17th season as Clemson's head
baseball coach with the distinction of never having had a losing
season. Judging from the
material that Wilhelm has
available this spring, this year
will probably offer no exception
to that rule, though the Tigers
may find the going rough in the
beginning, as they must open the
season against nationally ranked
Georgia Southern, then return
home for a pair next week
against Mercer, and then go back
on the road for a three-game
series with Florida State, another
perennial national power.
Clemson, which compiled a 2416 record last season in route to
the regular season Atlantic Coast
Conference championship, will
be paced this season by several
All-ACC performers, and,
hopefully, by the addition of
several promising newcomers to
the Tiger lineup. Returning from
last year's team are four seniors
who collected all-conference
honors as juniors, including
outfielder Smiley Sanders,
catcher Lin Hamilton, second

baseman Richard Haynes, and
pitcher Steve Cline.
The infield, where three out of
four starters return, will consist
of senior Terry Armstrong at
first, Haynes at second, junior
Pat Fitzsimmons at shortstop,
and sophomore Greg Belk at
third.
Despite the loss of ACC playerof-the-year Craig White, Wilhelm
will start a veteran outfield, with
Sanders in center, flanked by
senior Mike Pulaski and junior
Charlie Ing, who was hampered
by injuries throughout the 1973
season.
At
catcher
Hamilton
established himself last season as
one of the top catchers in the
South, and is also a long ball
threat—as is Sanders.
The pitching staff is paced by
Cline, who was the ACC's top
winner last spring. He will start
Friday's opener against Georgia
Southern. Saturday Wilhelm will
send junior college transfer Jack
Murr against Southern in the
second game of the set, with
either senior Larry Lee or freshman Chuck Porter getting the
nod in the series finale.
The NCAA voted during the off
season to incorporate the
designated hitter rule which was
so successful in the American
League last season; freshman
Brett Terrill will fill that spot for
the Tigers.
All things considered, Clemson's prospects for a successful
season and another ACC
championship appear to be
promising.
First year head coach Bill

Beckwith's Tiger netters will also
field an experienced, veteran
team. Team captain Bhanu
Nunna and senior Herb Cooper
participated in the Princeton
Invitational last weekend; both
played well, though neither
managed to advance to the
tournament finals. Nunna advanced to the semi-final round
before losing to last year's
tournament champion, 6-7, 7-6, 67, while Cooper fell to the tourney's third seeded player.
After Saturday's match with

Appalachian, the Tigers will go
directly into ACC competition
against improved Virginia on
Sunday and North Carolina State
on Monday. Wednesday the
Tigers will face Penn State, with
another match scheduled for the
following day against Purdue. All
those are home matches with 2
p.m. starting times.
After an unimpressive winter
season, P. Wee Greenfield's
track team opens up against a
powerful USC team—a team that

defeated Clemson's indoor team
convincingly several weeks ago.
Though the prospect of a seasonopening win over the Gamecocks
does not appear good, Greenfield
is hopeful mat over the season his
team will be able to realize the
potential that they have in certain areas.
So it's a big weekend for
Clemson spring sports—offering
the debut of two potential ACC
champions and a track team that
may be able to make some waves
in the ACC.

ACC roulette begins again
by Jim Lucas
As the ACC regular season
draws to a close this weekend,
those all-important tournament
pairings are becoming clearer.
That's what it's all about, sports
fans; after all, what's past is
prelude, the regular season is
nothing but an extended sorting
process, and who cares if you're
fourth or fifth when you end up
playing the same team either
way? Such is life in our Russianroulette conference; the first
shall be last and the last shall be
first, but don't bet on it. So it
goes, for the nineteenth time.
The ACC, this year, is divided
into two parts: those who know
their fate, and those who must
await the awesome Coin of
Destiny. North Carolina State has
the first seed, and the accompanying first-round bye,
locked up — a fitting place for a
team which features the nation's
tallest player, the nation's
shortest major college player,
and the best player in the known
universe. UNC and Maryland,
barring
some
Saturday
cataclysms, should be seeded
second and third, respectively.
Virginia, the team with the
poorest overall record, is solidly
ensconced in fourth place.
And then there are the
Awaiters of the Coin: Wake
Forest and Clemson. Unless
Wake violates the cosmic order
by upsetting the top-ranked
Wolfpack on Saturday, Clemson
and Wake will end up tied for that
highly-coveted fifth seed — and
deliverance from the terrible Big
Three and first-round oblivion.
Duke, it seems, has inherited

Clemson's traditional cellar
position, and will be offered up to
Dean Smith's multitudes next
Thursday afternoon.
Next Thursday, then, the
Wolfpack will settle back to
watch Duke against UNC,
Maryland against Wake (or
Clemson), and Virginia against

Clemson (or Wake). If the Tigers,
against all precedent, should win
the coin toss, they stand a good
chance of surviving the first
round (for the first time in living
memory) and playing State on
Friday. After that...well, write
your own scenario. Even Jeane
Dixon doesn't mess with the ACC.

Prep All-America signs
Red Parker has announced the
signing of another top grid
prospect, as J. D. Raglan, a prep
All-American from Conway, Pa.,
signed a football grant to attend
Clemson. The 6-1, 180-pound
signal caller, one of the most
highly recruited high school
quarterbacks in the country,
narrowed his choice of schools to
Clemson, Michigan and Notre
Dame before signing with
Clemson assistant coaches Tom
Moore and Clyde Wrenn.
Haglan directed the veer offense for Freedom Area High
School the past two seasons,
having moved into the team's top
quarterback spot during the last
four games of his sophomore
year. As a junior, he led Freedom
Area to a 8-1 record before they
fell to the eventual Pennsylvania
state champions. During that
campaign he hit on over 60
percent of his passes and accounted for more than 1,300 yards
offensively.

His achievements during his
junior year landed him a spot on
the all-conference first team, and
on the All-Western Pennsylvania
grid squad.
Then, this past fall, he led
Freedom Area to the state
playoffs again, amassing more
than 1,800 yards offensively and
hitting on over 56 per cent of his
passes.
During the past two seasons,
Haglan ran and passed for 25
touchdowns, with five of those in
1973 coming on runs of 45 yards or
more. Again named to the AllWestern Pennsylvania team this
fall, Haglan was also named allstate. Two polls named him to
their All-American list, including
Kickoff Magazine.
In addition
complishments
field, Haglan is
hurdler and a
holder on the
track team.

to his acon the football
also an all-state
county record
Freedom Area

Boot Sale
Values to *30
NOW
TO
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CLEMSON
SHOE STORE
DAVID THOMPSON . . . What more can you say? (Photo by Blake
Banta)

Downtown Clemson
mmmmm—mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm-mmmmm

WILDERNESS
OUTFITTERS
SALES & RENTALS
ALPINE
DESIGNS
BACK
PACKS, RICHMOOR FOODS,
BASS BOOTS, DUNHAM BOOTS,
EIGER ACCESSORIES.

HARRIS
SPORTING GOODS
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GRAND OPENING
First

Live
Entertainment

100 Beers
FREE

Weird
Sandwiches
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Hassle

Thursday, Friday, Saturday (March 7-9)
Your Beer is only 10c per glass, one thin dime... one tenth of
a collar....Come out and see the swingingest place east of the
Seneca River!!

THURSDAY MARCH 7

High Noon
Save This Ad So You Don't Forget
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